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Storm water
Oh, Christmas Tree!
utility ordinance
to be introduced
about adding a storm water utility
three years ago, but the council
tabled the issue last year.
An ordinance establishing a
storm water utility will be introduce('at tonight's city council meeting. Passing the ordinance requires
two readings, one of which could
come at tonight's meeting.
"In order to deal with issues, we
need other revenues," Elias said. "If
the council decides to go with this, it
is one way to increase revenue.
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
There are often complaints from
Staff Writer
community members and we need
For 10 years, the City of Murray to take care of some concerns."
has been discussing the possibility
The council's Public Works
of establishing a storm water utility Committee voted 4-1 on Nov. 6 to
to raise revenue to improve the• bring the issue off the table and back
drainage system. „
to the floor for discussion. At its
Since the early 1990s, city offi- Nov. 13 meeting, the council voted
cials have surveyed the drainage 9-1 to follow the committee's recsystem and inventoried all of its
parts, said City Administrator Don
Elias. A presentation was made U See Page 2

First reading
could come at
tonight's 6:30
city council
meeting

Senate gives final
OK to sweeping
Medicare changes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate gave final congressional
approval today to the most sweeping changes to Medicare since its
creation in 1965, including a new
prescription drug benefit for 40 million older and disabled Americans.
The 54-44 vote sends the bill to
President Bush, who is eager to sign
it into law.
Supporters said the $395 billion
measure, which gives private insurers a large new role in health care
for seniors, was a long overdue
change for the 38-year-old
Medicare program.
Seniors "will finally have the
prescription drug coverage they
need and the choices they deserve,"
Senate Majority Bill Frist of

Tennessee said. "At the same time,
it preserves traditional Medicare."
Democratic opponents, resigned
to defeat, complained that the bill
was a giveaway to insurers and drug
companies. Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., said it will
dump seniors "in the cold arms of
the HMOs."
"It didn't have to be this way,"
Kennedy said.
Drug coverage would not begin
until 2006, although seniors next
year will be able to purchase a drug
discount card that officials said
could reduce their pharmacy bills
by 15 to 25 percent.
Bush sees signing the bill as ful-

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Personnel from Murray Electronic Systems use a pair of utility trucks to position a 35-foottall white pine tree Monday morning that will serve as a center point for the city's Christmas
activities on the northwest lawn of the Calloway County Court House. The tree came from a
Mead/Westvaco-owned facility in Stewart County, Tenn., and arrived in the city on a flatbed
truck trailer. Lights and ornaments are expected to be placed on the tree today, after it was
given time to unfurl after having its branches tied together for the journey from Tennessee.

III See Page 3

MHS academic team wins regional All-A title
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
School is
High
Murray
renowned for its academic prowess.
Until last Wednesday, though,
there was one academic honor that
had always eluded it. MHS had
never won the First Region All-A
Academic Team Tournament.
Thanks to a question about a
jukebox, though, all that changed as
MHS clinched its first-ever trip to
All-A
State
Kentucky
the
Championships.
"That's kind of interesting to
believe. Everything else when it
came to the questions was very academic, but it's a relatively easy
question about something non-academic that winds up helping us. Oh
well," said MHS coach Lisa
Polivick, who watched team member Isabel Duarte-Gray provide the
correct answer to the question,
"What is a coin-operated record
player called?"
That answer, though, ended a
lifelong dry spell for the Tigers in
this event that is believed to have
been in existence since the 1980s.
A total of 16 schools, all small in
enrollment, from the Jackson

Purchase Region participated in the
event at Heath High School. Murray
had to defeat the host Pirates in the
championship match, and won by
just one point.
"It wasn't just one question,
though. That's not really how this
kind of meet works," said coach
Jason Shelby, an MHS alumnus
who had experienced the sour taste
of defeat in this event when he was
participating in those days. "You
have to understand that this is just
from personal memory, but I know
we never won this thing. And from
all I've heard, no team from here
had ever won it, so that's what
we've been told.
"It was pretty cool to win this."
Murray High and Heath met a
total of three times last Wednesday
with Heath winning one of those
matches. Last year, the Pirates
reached the championship round of
the state All-A tourney.
MHS team members include:
Brett Brown, team captain;
Elizabeth Bogal-Albritten; Isabel
Dowdy;
Duarte-Gray; Callie
Bradley Black; Alex Gustafson;
Wesley Bolin and Daniel White.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Shown are the members of the Murray High School academic
team that brought home the First Region All-A Classic championship last week. Front, from left, are: Isabel Duarte-Gray; Brett
Brown; Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten and Callie Dowdy. Back:
Jason Shelby, coach; Daniel White; Alex Gustafson; Wesley
Bolin and Lisa Polivick, coach.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and its board of commissioners is hosting their final CEO
candidate today with interviews and
meetings with hospital officials,
staff and community members for
candidate John Ray.
Ray, who
in
lives
Melbourne,
Fla., is not currently
employed by a
hospital, but
recently
has
been acting in
the service of
consulting.
Ray
However, he
has 22 years of experience in
administration at previous hospitals.
"I do have a passion for it," he
said in an interview Monday.
Ray was CEO at Holmes
Regional Medical Center in
Melborne, as well as executive vice
president at Phoebe Putney Health
Systems in Albany, Ga., vice president of Methodist Health Systems,
and president of Methodist Primary
Care Associates in Memphis,Tenn.,
where he and his wife Jeand are
from originally. He also has two
children — a 4-year-old daughter
and a 16-year-old son.
Ray said he has visited Murray
before the position became open to
see the facility.
"When you walk inside a hospital, you can get a feel for the temperament," he said.
He said from being inside hospitals so long, he has learned to determine a sense of what a hospital is
like by detecting the mood.
Ray said he was quite impressed
with the facility and the potential it
has to accomplish great things.
"The local leaders and the past
administration have done a good
job constructing a deliverable system," he said. -There are a lot oi
positives."

See Page 2

State Board of Elections
verifies election results
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.-elect Ernie Fletcher won all hut 34
if Kentucky's 120 counties in his gubernatorial win
earlier this month over Democratic nominee Ben
Chandler.
Fletcher's win — the first GOP victory in the governor's race in three decades — was certified by the
State Board of Elections on Monday, along with the
victories of other candidates who won statewide constitutional offices.
In the Nov. 4 election, Fletcher beat Chandler by
109,12.5 total votes, according to certified vote totals.
Fletcher, the 6th District congressman, will take
Fletcher
office Dec. 9.
to
The incoming governor finished with 596,284
Chandler's 487,159. Write-in candidate Jeffrey Hillebrandt finished with
92 votes, and write-in Stacy Abner had 55.
Fletcher also took every congressional district in the state except for
one — the 3rd District, which consists mostly of Jefferson County.
Chandler won the 3rd District by 5,124 votes.
Fletcher won his own congressional district by 22,637 votes, according to the certified totals. Chandler won his home county of Woodford by
265 votes.
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Lottery chairman says keno idea being dropped
FRANKFORT, Ky. Al-' , The
Kentucky Lottery is dropping plans
to institute an online version of
keno. a casino type game, lottery
President Arch Gleason told legislators Monday.
The decision followed Gov.-elect
Ernie Fletcher's stated opinion on
Friday that a keno game would be
illegal under statutes that govern the
lottery and would violate the limits
on games of chance in the 1891 state
constitution.
Gleason. testifying to the General
State
interim
Assembly's
Cioveirmient Committee, said he
huddled over the weekend with the
lottery". chairman and vice chair-

LEDGER & TIMES

WASHINGTON (AP)— House and Senate lawmakers say a last-ditch effort to give tobacco farmers some
financial relief has failed.
Tobacco-state lawmakers tried through the weekend
to tack two measures to an end-of-the-year spending bill
that would have helped farmers. By Monday, the lawmakers said there was too much resistance to the proposals. Rep. Jack Kingston, R-Ga., said opposition to
"anything that had the word tobacco on it" was particularly fierce in the Senate.
One measure would have paid tobacco farmers
roughly .$7 billion to give up government allotments
dictating how much leaf they could grow under the federal tobacco program.
The measure would have moved tobacco farmers
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Some opponents were not Convinced. "Expanded gambling is
never dead in Kentucky," said. the
Rev. Nancy Jo Kemper, exec-wive
director of the Kentucky Council of
Churches and spokeswoman for the
advocacy group, Citizens Against
Gambling Expansion.
As envisioned by the lottery,
keno would be an online game in
which a machine randomly generates 20 numbers from a field of 80
numbers. A player would try to
match up to 10 of the generated
numbers.
The payoff — but also the odds
— increase according to the number
of attempted matches.

Measures to help tobacco farmers kept off spending bill

!AL RRA`i

PubLsher

Patton, who promoted keno as a way
to shore up lottery revenues.
Some legislative criticism ensued
the same day, including statements
of opposition from Senate Majority
Leader Dan Kelly. a Republican.
and House Speaker Jody Richards, a
Democrat. Fletcher said at the time
that he would review the decision.
and Gleason said lottery officials
would "be responsive" to whatever
Fletcher had to say.
Gleason said he disagreed with
Fletcher and others who doubt the
game's legality. Nor did he rule out
the possibility of a future keno
game. But he said "the issue is moot
at this point .. and maybe forever."

man — Bill Covington of Eminence
and George Dernaree of Louis% ille.
His new orders are to "cease all
efforts toward implementation of a
Keno game," Gleason said.
He predicted the entire lottery
board will go along when it meets
again in January. Fletcher's press
secretary. Wes Irvin, said the goiternor-elect was "very pleased" by the
turnabout.
Fletcher weighed in on keno a
week after the lottery board voted to
have Gleason and his staff develop a
keno game that could be played over
terminals in bars, restaurants and
other locations. The board was taking a cue from outgoing Gov. Paul

READER INFORMATION

toward a more market-oriented system instead of one in
which the government sets strict price and production
controls.
Farmers have been pushing for a buyout for several
years. They argue the costs associated with the
Depression-era tobacco program make U.S. tobacco
prices too high to be competitive globally. They say they
should be compensated for giving up their allotments,
which are considered assets.
A second measure tobacco-state lawmakers tried but
failed to add to the spending bill would have prevented
the Agriculture Department from reducing the amount
of tobacco farniers can sell next year. Farmers have
experienced such cuts in recent years and are expecting
another one in the coming months.

SherMFirelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from 8077 Ky 121 North said he had been assaulted and
wanted to file charges at 1 40 a m Saturday Kentucky State Police
responded
• Chek Mart in Hazel reported receiving some checks that may have
been stolen at 8:18 p.m. Sunday. An incident report was filed and a surveillance taped was gathered for further investigation
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies.

Chicago man missing after
falling into Ohio River
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A Chicago man
missing after falling
was

into the Ohio River while trying to hold on to a railing on his sailboat,
officials said.
John Kosinski, 58, and his wife, Eileen Cann, were traveling down
the river and had stopped in Paducah on Sunday to spend the night. He
fell into the river around 7 a.m. CST Monday while preparing the boat
to resume their trip south, authorities said.
Workers were expected to resume their search for Kosinski on
Tuesday.
Cann told authorities that her husband was standing on the dock,
holding on to the boat's hand railing. The railing broke, causing
Kosinski to lose his balance and fall into the fiver, McCracken County
Coroner Dan Sims said.
Cann said she threw him a rescue ring, but he was unable to reach it.
She said she last saw him about 30 feet from the boat.

Exodus of Patton cabinet underway

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two insurance commissioner — an addiweeks remain in Gov. Paul Patton's tional Miller title.
administration, but the exodus from
■ Health Services Secretary
--- -his -cabinet is tinder way.
Marcia Morgan, retiring Sunday.
Seven cabinet secretaries, plus Ellen _Hesen, the.agency's general
chief of the Governor's Office
the
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Vice president says U.S.
will finish job in Iraq

AP Photo

Democratic Senate Leader Tom Daschle(D-SD)front right, with Senators Edward Kennedy (DMA), left, Bob Graham (D-FL), second left, Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), back center, Barbara Boxer
(D-CA), far right, speaks to reporters about medicare, during a press conference in the Capitol,
Monday in Washington.

•Medicare ...
From Front
filling both his and many lawmakers' campaign promises.
"Modernizing . Medicare will
make the system better and enable
us to say to seniors we kept our
promise,- Bush said after visiting
Army troops Monday at Fort
Carson, Colo.
But even as the White House
cheered the progress on the
Medicare bill, Congress dropped
efforts to pass major energy legislation this year — another Bush priorafter repeated attempts failed
ity
to find two additional votes needed
to push the bill through the Senate.
At its heart, the Medicare legislation. was designed as a compromise,
with the new drug coverage for all
Medicare beneficiaries long sought
by Democrats combined with a
Republican-backed plan to give private insurance companies a vast
new role in health care fox the pro.
gram's beneficiaries.
Under the legislation, seniors
would be eligible beginning next
year to purchase a Medicare-backed

discount drug card at a Cost estimated- at $30 a year. The administration
estimated the card would mean savings of between 15 percent and 25
percent off retail prices: critics
argued those numbers were wildly
inflated.
Beginning in 2006, the legislation would allow seniors to purchase coverage for their prescription
drugs. GOP officials estimated the
drug insurance premium would be
$35 a month, with a $250
deductible. The coverage would pay
75 percent of costs after that until a
recipient's drug costs reached
$2,250. After that, there would be
no drug coverage until a recipient's
out-of-pocket expenses reached
$3,600. or roughly $5,100 in overall
prescription expenses. Above that
level, insurance would pick up
roughly 95 percent of costs.
The measure included subsidies
for low-income seniors.
• The scope of the hill went far
beyond prescription drugs, though,
including an additional $25 billion
for rural hospitals and health care
providers, a requirement for higher-

income seniors to pay more for
Medicare Part B coverage and billions of dollars to discourage corporations from eliminating existing
coverage for their retirees once the
new government program began.
The bill would satisfy other goals
of conservatives, including creation
of tax-preferred health savings
accounts, open to individuals who
purchase high-deductible health
insurance policies.
Most contentious of all, the legislation would create -a limited program of direct competition between
traditional Medicare and private
2010.
in
plans, beginning
Conservatives argued that would
help bring down the cost of
Medicare over the long run, while
critics said it would privatize" the
program and lead to "cherry picking" of relatively healthy seniors by
insurance companies and higher
premiums for those seniors who
remained under the governmentdesigned benefit.
Over and over, supporters of the
bill stressed the opportunity to act
was at hand.

Plan for the future with someone I
you trust

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Vice
President Dick Cheney insisted
Monday that Iraq is "the central
front" in the war against terrorism
..and that the United States will finish
its mission there.
"We are aggressively striking the
terrorists in Iraq, defeating them
there so that we do not fake them on
the -streets of our own cities,"
Cheney said at a fund-raiser for
Republican U.S. Rep. Anne
Northup.
Cheney told a crowd at the
$1,000-per-person event that the
United States will not be intimidated by attacks in Iraq.
"Iraq has not become the central
front in the war on terror, and we
will roll back the terrorist threat at
the very heart of its power in the
Middle East," the vice president
said.
.
Cheney touched upon a range of
domestic issues, from tax cuts to
energy policy but spoke most forcefully about Iraq.
Insurgents launching attacks in
Iraq are trying to undermine the
freedom given to Iraqis since
Saddam Hussein's ouster, Cheney
said.
Cheney said the United States
will continue "4a—dn ing with the
Iraqi people" as they assume more
responsibility for their own security
and move toward self-government.
"These are not easy tasks, but
they are absolutely essential,"
Cheney said. "As the president has
said many times, and no one should
doubt it, we will finish what we
have begun, and we will win this
essential victory in the war on terror."
Cheney did not mention war
casualties, but said U.S. soldiers had
"performed with enormous skill and
great courage." More than 50 soldiers from Fort Campbell, Ky., have
died in the Iraq war.
Northup,a close ally of President
Bush, praised Cheney for his leadership and "willingness to always do
what's-right for our country."
Tony Miller, a Democratic challenger to Northup in next year's
election in the 3rd District, said in
an interview that the Iraq war could

Vice-President Dick Cheney
"She does Kentucky proud in
become a political vulnerability for
Washington," he said of Northup.
Northup and other Republicans.
The event raised close to
"We're losing Americans every
day over in Iraq," said Miller, an Air $200,000 for Northup, a prolific
Force veteran who-.served in South fund-raiser who spent $3.1 million
Korea. "We need to have a policy in winning re-election in 2002 in a
.and a plan that protects our people." district where Democrats hold an
Miller, the Jefferson County cir- advantage in party registration.
Miller, meanwhile, lashed out at
cuit court -clerk; said the United 1
Nations should be given a "major Northup for supporting Medicare
prescription drug legislation. The
role" in rebuilding Iraq.
Cheney also touted tax cuts bill also would give insurance compushed through Congress by Bush. panies broad leeway to offer private
The vice president said those cuts coverage to Medicare recipients.
Miller said the bill would dispulled the country out of recession
and put the economy on the path to mantle Medicare and wouldn't
deliver on bringing down prescriplong-term growth.
Cheney urged the Senate to fol- tion drug costs while guaranteeing
low the House and pass an energy health insurers and drug companies
bill that he said would strengthen "a fat profit."
Northup's top aide, Terry
the nation's economic and national
Carmack, said Miller's criticism
security.
The fund-raiser was a kickoff for was off the mark. Carmack said
Northup's re-election campaign in every senior on Medicare will
the 3rd District, which covers receive a 15 percent to 25 percent
Louisville and most of Jefferson discount on prescription drug costs
starting next year.
County.
"Mr. Miller would have voted
Cheney praised Northup as a
"vigorous advocate" for policies against the bill, once again leaving
that strengthen public schools and seniors with absolutely nothing,"
Carmack said.
the economy.
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Good Till
Dec. 1st,
2003

2003
Chevrolet Silverado
Stock # GT4189

z
Split Bench Seat

Stephanie Whybark, Vickie Dial, Anita Crass, and Judy Paschall
101 South 4th Street, Murray
753-1893

Although rn,Inaging your money is a complicated task, it is important
to plan for yourfinancial future. Why not sit dowo with someone you
trust to help you understand your options? Union Planters has an
txtensive_f_ine_of_pruducts_artcLservices to help you,meet your financial. _
goals. Call or stop by today to find out more.

UNION PLANTERS
A,-

FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Roger Knott

Mackie Nolan

Preston Barrett

Ricky Searcy

Dale Dunning

It ha Il'i•E'r it take.. ree want to hi' 11011/ Mr Or trIld (dttIqPaii IF.
2420 E Wood St.,
Paris, TN
1-800-325-3229
731-642-3900

CHEVY

Acz=7
WE'LL BE THERE
k
Copkrtgl, ;001 t.,,con PlAtItc IN
wok. ktmonplanterrevorkAD-14.5.04101

Matt Rentro

PfPPt-ieg

Russ Goldstein

Hrs. M-F 8 a m -6 p m ;
Sat 8 a m -5 pm.

www.peppersauto.com

CHIVY

BREAK

18- THROUGH
-77::

Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

manufacturer incentives.
*All prices are tax, title and license additional. All prices are after all consumer and
Price includes $64.50 doc fee.
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Addilional
appointments
By JOE BIESIC
AP News Analysis
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — As
If Fox's move from the transition team to Fletcher's cabinet is
one Kentucky governor's era ends
any indication, other transition
and another begins, more appointments to various boards, commismembers may be making similar
sions and cabinets can be expected. moves.
"We've stated that those volunLast week, Gov.-elect Ernie
Fletcher named Virginia Fox to
teers from our transition team may
or may not be selected. We may
head his education cabinet — the
first such appointment of his
select other folks from those who
incoming administration. In recent
have volunteered," Fletcher said
weeks, Patton has made numerous
Thursday."But they're undergoing
appointments of his own placing
an interview process to make sure
people on various boards and comthat we find the finest individual."
missions throughout state governMeanwhile, outgoing Gov. Paul
ment.
Patton has been making appointWhether Fletcher plans to
ments to multiple government entiappoint his entire cabinet before his ties including the Executive Branch
inauguration remains to be seen.
Ethics Commission and the State
"I just couldn't say that right
Fair Board. Patton reappointed
now," Fletcher spokesman Wes
most of the Kentucky Racing
Irvin said. "I think (Fletcher) wants Commission the week before,
to get folks in place as quickly as
prompting Republican criticism and
possible, but at the same time make a call by Fletcher for the appointees
sure he's getting the best leadership to refuse their appointments.
possible around him."
On Friday, Patton said he would
Currently. Fletcher is working
most likely fill more state governwith his staff in deciding how to
ment vacancies before he leaves
structure the next administration,
office Dec. 8.
Irvin said. Fletcher also has not
"I intend to be as cooperative
decided what cabinets will remain
with Gov.-elect Fletcher as I can,"
and what cabinets may change.
Patton said,"But I do not intend to
For instance, Fox's specific
abdicate. And I will continue to, the
description hasn't yet been decided, government will continue to do
nor has the exact scope of the eduthose things that it appropriately
cation cabinet been determined.
should do right up to the last day."
Fletcher said Thursday.
Patton characterized most of his
Similar to exit interviews,
appointments as "routine," and said
Fletcher's transition team surveying he'll fill all vacancies before he
outgoing cabinet secretaries about
leaves office.
their agencies and about other agen"I would expect to fill every
cies in state government. The team
vacancy. Now whether I get that
has more than 100 people, some of
done or not, I don't know," Patton
whom are lobbyists, attorneys or
said. "It depends on whether we get
people experienced in the area they
the right kind of recommendation
are reviewing.
where we're comfortable that we're
Fox was a member of Fletcher's
making good appointments."
transition team when she accepted
the position. She is still a member
Joe Biesk is a statehouse
of the transition team's "Blue
reporterfor The Associated Press.
Ribbon Commission," Irvin said.

Our Readers Write

'Childless wives'
It happened just about every Thanksgiving.
We'd be sitting around the table discussing some
issue or another, and Aunt Marge —fueled by a
couple of glasses of wine — would venture in
opinion. Invariably, her husband would shut her down by
saying,"There's nothing like
advice from a childless wife."
While Uncle Jim enjoyed
his primacy, Aunt Marge bit
her lip and rolled her eyes for
our benefit. We all knew he
was pretty much of a bully,
so the easiest defense was to
Main Street agree with him amiably in
By Constance public and then think of a
thousand snappy retorts
Alexander
Ledger & Times behind his back.
In the kitchen after dinner,
Columnist
when the females of the
household were relegated to
swaddling leftovers in endless layers of plastic wrap and washing a mountain of dirty dishes, we all thought of plenty of
pithy comebacks. Nary a one ever reached Uncle
Jim He was busy holding court in the living

room with my father and brother, but occasionally he moseyed out to the kitchen, to see exactly
what the Women found so funny in the midst of
their domestic chores.
Uncle Jim's "childless wife" comment has
come to mind lately when I hear reactions to the
recent court ruling in Massachusetts, that the ban
on same-sex marriage violates the state constitution. "The right to marry means little," the court
declared, "if it does not include the right to
many the person of one's choice."
This is a serious issue that has long-term
implications for all of society, and it deserves
rigorous analysis and debate. A complicating
factor is that — in the past — laws that defined
the legal limits of marriage were used to restrict
interracial marriage. In the courts, marriage is
not a moral issue but a civil rights issue.
Nevertheless, the arguments associated with
same-sex marriage are bound to raise rancor.
One ironic element of the cacophony will be
the politicians and pundits who are full of bombast and self-righteousness about the sanctity of
marriage, when so many of them are on their
second and third wives.
In addition,some of the assertions relating to

the true meaning of matrimony seem to be veering dangerously close to the sentiment that the
purpose of marriage is to produce children.
"Childless wives" like my Aunt Marge and me
get a little nervous when the rhetoric gets that
overblown. Taken to an extreme, those of us
who are wed without children envision having to
justify our barren state to the rest of the world,
when the circumstances are nobodyfs business
but our own.
Like it or not, legal wrangling associated with
same-sex marriage will continue as court cases
are heard and opinions rendered, and as new
laws are enacted and then challenged in court.
This is the American way. This is why we have
executive, legislative and judicial branches,
No one arm of government can out-muscle
the other, and equal protection under the law
does not mean that some groups are more equal
than others.
Read Main Street online at www.murrayledgercorn. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@charter net.

An hing Goes

To the Editor,
As we prepare for our Thanksgiving Day celebration, it is a special time
to reflect on the bounty most of us enjoy every day. It is a time to rememThe ruling by the Massachusetts
In that ruling the High Court, led Times columnist Anthony Lewis,
states' judicial proceedings. In other
ber that our food, and products used to produce our clothing, housing,
Supreme Court giving gay couples
by Justice Anthony M. Kennedy,
which says a lot about where she's
words, if a gay couple marries in
medicines, fuel and other products used on a daily basis didn't just appear
the right to many has proved what
flatly stated that government has no coming from.
Massachusetts, the other 49 states
in a store.
U.S. Supreme Court Justice
interest in regulating what two con"We declare that barring an indi- will be forced to recognize their
They got there thanks to a tremendous partnership of farmers and
Antonin Scalia
senting adults do in their bedrooms. vidual from the protections, beneranchers, processors, brokers, truckers, shippers. advertisers, wholesalers,
"marriage" as legally binding. As
predicted would
But Scalia wrote that Court's ruling fits, and obligations of civil marand retailers.
Gary Bauer, president of American
be the result of
"effectively decrees the end of all
National Farm-City Week, the seven days leading to and including
riage solely because that person
Values notes: "People in very short
Thanksgiving Day, has been proclaimed each year by the President of the
the U.S.
morals legislation. If, as the court
would marry a person of the same
order will move back to Alabama
United States to emphasize the successful partnerships between rural and
Supreme Court's asserts, the promotion of a majprisex violates the Massachusetts
and Tennessee and demand that
urban residents who make our food and fiber system the envy of the world.
striking down of tarian sexual morality is not even a
Constitution," Mrs. Justice Lewis
[Massachusetts] marriages will be
"Partners in Progress" is the ongoing theme of Farm-City Week. The
Texas' sodomy
legitimate state interest," laws crim- said.
recognized. At that point, you have
key is the interdependence among those who produce the products, those
law in the
inalizing "fornication, bigamy,
• "Certainly our decision today
got a constitutional crisis."
who consume the products, and all those in the production and marketing
Lawrence case
adultery, adult incest, bestiality and
marks a significant change in the
The real aim of the gay commuchain between the producer and consumer,each one playing important
— from here on
obscenity" cannot survive future
definition of marriage as it has been nity's demands for legalization of
roles in the incredible productivity of our nation's food and fiber system.
anything
court rulings based on the
inherited from the common law and gay marriage is government
Making out,
This week, as we gather with family and friends around the
goes.
Lawrence case ruling.
understood by many societies for
endorsement of their sexual behavThanksgiving table, it is fitting that we count among our blessings the vital
Sense
Last June, for
In other words, anything goes.
centuries," she wrote, and then
farm-city partnerships that have done so much to improve the quality of
ior. They do not want to be monogBy Michael
example, in his
Think about it. if it's unconstitu- added the deceptive statement: "But amous as has been proven in
our lives. Rural and urban communities working together have made the
Reagan
dissent. Justice
tional to forbid couples of the same
most of our rich agricultural resources, and they continue to contribute to
it does not disturb the fundamental
Canada. Now that Canadian gays
Scalia scoffed at sex to many because it constitutes
our health and well-being and to the strength of our economy.
value of marriage in our society."
can get married they say they want
It is a time for all of us to say "Thank You" to those who make the
the idea that the
discrimination, and the U.S.
Of course it does. It abolishes it.
to eliminate monogamy as a
Far -City connection so successful.
U.S. Supreme
Supreme Court has ruled that
The decision showed that Justice requirement of marriage — in other
Sharon Furches
Court's ruling does not address
sodomy or other sexual behavior
Scalia was right when he said the
words, they want a stamp of
Calloway County Farm Bureau
same-sex marriage.
cannot be is treated as unlawful,
Texas sodomy case would come
approval
on gay promiscuity.
Murray. Ky.
"Do not believe it," he advised.
what is to prevent a father from
back to bite us. It just did, and the
Not too long ago it was suggestToday's opinion dismantles the
marrying his 12-year-old daughter,
teeth belonged to the Massachusetts ed that gays should have an island
structure of constitutional law that
or a brother from marrying his sisSupreme Court.
all their own where they could do
has permitted a distinction to be
ter or his brother, or for that matter,
_Once again we see the courts
whatever they want. Well now they
made between heterosexual and_
a woman from marrying her dog
making laws instead of-interpreting _have one.
homosexual unions; insofar as for(as long, that is, as Fido is a conthem. That's exactly what this
It's called Massachusetts,
mal recognition in marriage is conU.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
senting adult)?
Massachusetts court did. And the
cerned.
301 Cannon House Office Building
The Massachusetts 4-to-3 ruling, damage it will create will be
Mike Reagan is the eldest son of
• "The court has taken sides in the was handed down by Chief Justice
Washington, D.C. 20510
national in scope.
President Ronald Reagan, and is
culture war, departing from its role
Margaret Marshall, who has her
web - www.house.goy/whiffield
A lot of that damage will come
heard on more than 200 talk radio
of assuring, as neutral observer, that own far left agenda and who just
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #1
out of the "full faith and credit"
stations nationally. Comments to
the democratic rules of engagement happens to be the wife of the repul- clause of the U.S. Constitution.
mereagan@hotmail.com for Mike.
are observed," Scalia said.
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
sively liberal former New York
which says states mustaccept other
©2003 Mike Reagan.
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning dbunning.senate.go
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

Attention Washington!

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.0 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Cot Something To SayP

Send your letter to P.O Box 1040, Murray KY
42071 or fax to 270-753-1927 Please include
address and telephone number and all letters
MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be

between 300-400 words in length and we
require letters be typed The Murraftedger &
Times reserves the right to edit or reject any
letter on the basis of length, style, spelling.

grammar. libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page Comments or
questions may be directed to Eric Walker,
managing editor, at 753-1916
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Season's first big snowfall
slows travel in Upper Midwest

Obituaries
Imes-Nliller
CHURCHILL'IME
,

Funeral Home
& Cremator
753-7000

By The Associated Press
The season's first significant
snowstorm in the Upper Midwest
dumped more than a foot of snow
in Minnesota, _making highways
hazardous, and snow also fell heavily-Monday in parts of Wisconsin.
About a foot of snow fell in far
northern Wisconsin. which gets the
effects of moisture from Lake
Superior, with between 6 to 12
inches elsewhere in the region, the
weather service reported late
Monday.
"We're getting dumped on pretWendilee
said
heavy,"
ty
Bustamante, a bartender at Fish
Lipps Bar and Restaurant in
Cornucopia, Wis.
The weather had cleared in

753-8888

Billy Joe Lee
Bill) Joe Lee,62, Wingo,died Saturday, Nov. 22, 2003,at 8:30 p.m. at his
home.
A retired carpenter of Calloway Lumber Company, he was a member of
Bethal United Methodist Church.
• His wife, Sharon Coffins Lee, and one son, Bobby Ray Lee, both preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Fred Lee and Rubella Mason Lee.
Survivors include two sons, Billy Joe Lee Jr., Murray, and Bnan Lee,
Wingo; two sisters, Mrs. Rosie Hicks, Wingo, and Mrs. Linda Williams,
Almo; one brother, Fred Thomas Lee, Murray.
A family service will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.

Mrs. Eva Lee
Mrs. Eva Lee, 81. Purdom Road, Almo, died Monday, Nov. 24, 2003, at
10:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had retired from food services at Calloway County Middle School and
was,a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
One grandson, Richard P. Sabados, preceded her in death. Born Sept. 29,
1922, in Marshall County, she was the daughter of the late John Henry Jones
and Emily York Jones.
Survivors include her husband, Ovie T. Lee, to whom she was married
May 13, 1939; two daughters, Mrs. Anna Mae Sabados and husband, Mike,
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. June Fay Colson and husband, Cloe, Murray; three
grandchildren, Donald Wayne Colson, Benton, Ark., Roger Colson, Murray,
.and Michael L. SabadOs, Wildwood,'Mo.; one niece-, Helen Carroll, Almo; 12
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home.The Rev. Alvin York and the Rev. Kerry Lambert will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Frances Goatley Erbschloe -

Mrs. Frances Goatley Erbschloe, 89, Lowes, died Sunday, Nov. 23, 2003,
at 8:42 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
She was a member of Lowes Church of Christ, Lowes Homemakers Club,
•
•
and of Senior Citizens "Kitchen Band."
Preceding her in death were her first husband;Thomas Owen Goatley, her
second husband, David F. Erbschloe, one daughter, Mary Jo Glayden, one
granddaughter, Deeta Rust, one sister, Bemeda Riley, and two brothers, Joe
Morris Gupton and H.C. Gupton Jr., all preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late clerbert C. Gupton Sr. and Mary Elizabeth Thomas
Gupton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Nelda Goatley Rust and Mrs. Jane
Herndon, both of Mayfield; one son, Tommie Goatley, Lowes; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Sharon Kaplan, St. Louis, Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Dorothea
Gupton Manley, Lowes; one brother, Thomas 0. Gupton, Cunningham; 12
grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Darce Paschal and Carl Scoggins will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be grandsons, Jason Goatley, Jody Goatley,
Andrew Herndon, Darrick Herndon, Duane Rust, Blake Rust and Nicholas
Sullivan. Honorary pallbearers will be members of the Senior Citizens
"Kitchen Band." Burial will follow in the Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

John Wilson Copeland
The funeral for John Wilson Copeland is today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Pastor Faris Sahawneh is
officiating.
Pallbearers are Ronnie Green, Dennis Green, Larry Green, Gary Green,
Roger Green and Paul Cathey. Entonibment will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.,42071.
Mr. Copeland, 85, Copeland Lane, Kirksey, died Saturday, Nov. 22, 2003,
at 11 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Born May 27, 1918, in Graves County, he was the son of the late John
Copeland and Laura Jane Langwell Copeland.
Preceding him in death were five sisters, Estelle Cathey, Ruth Lane,Bertha
Reed, Onie West and Edith Mason, and four brothers, Edgar, Walter, Noble
and Garland Copeland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Velma Beach Copeland, to whom he was
married Jan. 5, 1938; several nieces, nephews, great-nieces and greatnephews.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

The time and temperature indicator at Murray Bank's North 12th
Street location told the story this morning as the chill of winter
had replaced the warmth of the past few weeks.

Minnesota but highway traffic was
-1
still slow in the Minneapolis-St. 7.4
Paul area and some flights were-:
delayed. The Twin Cities metropolitan area got about6 inches of snow
on Sunday, while 14.6 inches accumulated at Crane Lake, Minn.,
along the Canadian border.
One traffic death was blamed on
the storm in Minnesota.
•"People are just driving too fast
for the road conditions," said Kevin
the
Smith
of
Minnesota
Department of Public Safety.
The storm dropped snow on
South Dakota earlier in the weekend, with 14 inches at Rapid City in
the mountainous Black Hills. Up to
4 inches fell in the northwestern
corner of Iowa

Jury chooses death for sniper mastermind
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.(AP)A jury decided Monday that John
Allen Muhammad should be executed for taking it upon himself to
choose who should live and who
should die during the sniper attacks
that gripped the Washington area for
three terrifying weeks last fall.
• The enigmatic Muhammad reacted with the same flinty look he had
through most of the trial.
. The jury deliberated more than
five hours over two days before
deciding the fate. of Muhammad: a42-year-old Gulf War veteran who
masterminded the attacks and asked
police to "Call me God" during the
reign of terror.
The jury's recommendation is
not final. Judge Leroy F. Millette Jr.
can reduce the punishment to life in
prison without parole when
Muhammad is formally sentenced
-on Feb. 12, but Virginia judges
rarely take such action.
Some jurors said the lack of any
from
remorse
or
emotion
Muhammad, combined with the
broad scope and violence of the
shootings. convinced them that the
death penalty was the only option.
"I looked for something in him
that might have shown remorse,"
said juror Robert Elliott. "And I
never saw it the whole time."
The jury concluded that prosecutors proved both aggravating factors
necessary to impose the death
penalty: that Muhammad would
pose a danger and that his crimes
were wantonly vile. Muhammad
was sentenced to death on both
counts he was convicted of last
Monday: committing multiple murders within three years and committing murder as part of a plot to terrorize the public.
"They took pleasure in terroriz-

people,"
ing
prosecutor Paul
said
Ebert •
of
Monday
Muhammad and
fellow suspect
Boyd
Lee
Malvo. "They
pleasure in
(- took
killing people.
Muhammad That's the kind
of man that
doesn't deserve to be in society."
The jurors looked solemn as they.
came back with their decision:
Muhammad stood ramrod straight
as he listened. The courtroom was
silent; the Atte had warned against
any outbursts before the jury's decision was announced.
depicted
had
Prosecutors
Muhammad as a ruthless murderer
who was "captain of a killing team."
an they presented evidence of 16
shootings, including 10 deaths, in
Maryland, Virginia, Alabama,
Louisiana and Washington. D.C.Muhammad could be prosecuted in
those jurisdictions as well.
When he and 18-year-old Malvo
were-arrested on Oct. 24,-2002. various jurisdictions scrambled to prosecute them. Ultimately, Attorney
General John Ashcroft • sent-die twe
to Virginia. citing the state's ability
to impose "the ultimate sanction."
Only Texas has executed more
people than Virginia since the death

penalty was reinstated in 1976 310 to 89. Virginia is also one of 21
states that _alkov_the.sexecution_of.
killers who committed their crimes
at 16 or 17. Malvo was 17 at the
time of the shootings.
Virginia uses lethal injection for
executions unless the prisoner
requests the electric chair.
attorney
Peter
Defense
Greenspun suggested that the
Justice Department had essentially
shopped aniiind for a jurisdiction
willing to impose death.
"What is more unseemly than the
attorney general of the United States
saying we're going to go to Virginia
where Mr. Muhammad is going to
he killed?" Greenspun asked.
Greenspun indicated he sees several major issues for appeal,including whether Virginia's post-Sept. 11
terrorism law applied in the sniper
case. Muhammad became the first
person convicted under the law.
Greenspun also argued that Virginia
law does not allow the death penalty for Muhammad because there
was no evidence he was the triggerman.
-Muhammad:was- found guilty of
murder in the slaying of Dean
Harold Meyers. a 53-year-old
_.Vietnam veteran who_wassuLdown
by a bullet that hit him in the head
on Oct. 9. 2002. as he filled his tank
at a Manassas-area gas station.
Prosecutors said the killings

were in part a plot to extort $10 milgovernment.
the
lion from
P.roseculoi-s___ also suggested that
Muhammad planned to kill his exwife - and make it look like a
purely random attack - so that he
could regain custody of his three
children.
hejgbt of the killings0 the
area was so terrified that sports
teams were forced to practice
indoors, people kept their heads
down as they gassed up their cars,
and teachers locked their classroom
doors and drew the blinds.
Some schools in Virginia closed
for several days after police found a
note tacked to a tree at one shooting
scene: "Your children are not safe
anywhere. at any time." A tarot card
found at the scene of a Maryland
shooting had a handwritten message
that said, "For you Mr. police call
me God."
During the sentencing phase,
prosecutors presented evidence that
Muhammad may have planned to
extend the wave of killings over a
wide swath of the East Coast, A map
found on the laptop showed more
than-two dozen locations, stretching
to Raleigh, N.C., many with notations such as "good spot."
Marion Lewis, whose 25-yearold daughter was killed as she vacuumed her van at a gas station, said a
death sentence is the only acceptable fate for Muhammad.

Mrs. Juanita Louise Moss
Graveside ser‘ices for Mrs. Juanita Louise Moss will be today (Tuesday)
at 1 p.m. at the New Concord Cemetery. Dr. Wendell Ray will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Chris Padgett, Ryan Cook, Aaron Stetson, David
Parker, Gene Roberts and Hugh Roberts.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Moss, 82, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 22, 2003, at 12:12 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had retired as a commercial service representative for the Department
of Water and Power, Los Angeles, Calif. She was a member of First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Her husband, Ralph Moss,one son, Ralph W. Moss,one sister, Sallie Blair,
and six brothers, Vernon,Taz, Grogan, Frank, Bill and Hollis Roberts, all preceded her in death. Born April 29, 1921, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Norman Roberts and Bernice Grogan Roberts.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Martha Padgett and husband. Earl,
and Mrs. Margaret Cook and husband, Rodney, all of Murray; one son, Bill
N. Moss and wife, Barbara, Los Angeles; seven grandchildren, Francie Moss,
Los Angeles. Ralph W. Moss Jr., Montana, Kristen Moss, Newbury Park,
Calif., Chris Padgett, Winchester. Tenn., Pam Miller, Tustin, Ga., Leisha
Stetson, Mayfield and Ryan Cook, Bowling Green; six great-grandchildren:

Mrs. Katie Afton Redden

The funeral for Mrs. Katie Afton Redden will be today(Tuesday) at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Alan Cooper and David
Hendrickson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Edwards Cemetery,
Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Redden, 80. West Farthing Street, Mayfield, died Sunday. Nov. 23,
2003, at 11:25 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ.
Her husband, Zelnar B. Redden, one grandchild, Quinten Hannah, and
four brothers all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Walter
Starks and Daisy Pace Starks.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. April Hannah, Murray, Mrs
Barbara Jeanenne Edwards, Mayfield, and Ms. Karen Redden, Dexter; two
sisters. Mrs. Earlene Darnall and Mrs. Melba Suiter, both of Murray; four
brothers; two grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

grie Riveront Plantation Inn

*--)

Lc now accepting reservationsfor
Christmas Parties!!

877-660-5939 43r

Cad Now Toff Free
make sure yourgroup has an ekgant
gourmet Christmas Party at the

Riveront Plantation Inn
Dover,'IN
from Murray!
miles
27

Investments Since 1854...
Our best investment is sou.

STOCK MARKET
prices as of 9 a.m. REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ...9746.3l - 1.48
46.63 + 1.00
Air Products
70 00 + 0.86
Anthem
1969 - 0.11
AT&T
.39.44 + 0.01
BB&T
25 73 - 0.08
Bell South
6763 + 0.41
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....26.61 - 0.09
74 42 + 1.08
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp. -.74.22 + 0.20
.37.84 + 0.22
Daimler Chrysler
.32.48+ 0.08
Dean Foods
35.58 + 0.02
Exxon-Mobil
12 76 + 0.13
Ford Motor
28 76 + 0.01
General Electric
42.51 + 0.12
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR .47.06- 0.34
26 85 + 0.06
Goodrich
6.71 + 0.23
Goodyear
1706 B 17.41 A
HopFed Banc*
.89.57 - 0.09
IBM
.33.44 • 0.02
Intel
18.81 + 0.16
Kroger
19 75 • 0.01
Mattel
25 45 - 0.19
McDonakis
41 40• 0.69
Merck
81 + 0.08
25
Microsoft
24.83 •0.03
JC Penney
47 91 .0.09
Pepsico Inc
.33.52 •037
Pfizer, Inc.
15.44 • 0.08
Schering-Plough
48 - 0.08
i5
Sears
15.94 + 0.07
TWX Time Warner
34.38 + 0.18
Union Planters
.27.68 + 0.20
US Bancorp
.35.24 - 1.19
UST
+ 0.02
.56.10
Wal-Mart
42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F

Court Square, Murray, KY

The Boston-Ewing
Investment Group
AtileHIWARD DONS
ii8. HILLIARD. w.L. LYONS, INC.
NOMA MIVI YOU STOCA EXCKANOt AND SW
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc-prrce unchanged
Additional information available on request

4pi

Can your banlicr maKc tit Kind of dccisions
you need to la your business?
Running a hir-dlic.,t,sd.i L. II, qii he lead -footed You need to he flexible and able to make last decisions.
And N, ou need a banker who v,orks the'same wa‘. That's not always the case at the mcgahanks. They'ye-got
s)stems and procedures' manuals thicker than your taY return, and layers of bureaucrats and managers who
can slov,- a tidal %%aye to a trickle. At our hank. we work a little differently. We're lean and able to make fast
decisions. Our loan atilhoril is a re% reel awas limn our front door. Most importantl‘. we probably already
know something about your business and its needs. Come
by and meet one ot our bankers You'll find we can heat the
n
.
other hanks. hand,

financial Powcr ROI RH At Nom "

Mel)

Murray Bank
How Bankirg Strad Be

4058. 12th St.• 700 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
270-753-5626

www.themurraybank.com
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Birthday celebration
planned at Cypress Springs
The family of Sue Williams will
honor her with a celebration in
honor her 70th birthday on Sunday.
Dec. 7. at Cypress Springs Resort.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend between the hours
of 1:30 to 5 p.m. The family asks
that persons not bring gifts, but
request pictures and mementos of
special memories with Sue and her
family.
She was born Dec: 4, 1933, in.
Vanduser, Mo., and moved to las
Vegas in 1944 with her parents, sisters and brothers. She married Louie
Williams in Las Vegas on June 4.
1951. He died Aug. 20, 1990.
They owned a grocery store in
Las Vegas- before- rnov-ing -to-Fredonia in 1964 to raise cattle and
farm. In 1968 they brought Cypress
Springs resort at New Concord.
Over the years there have been
many improvements at the resort.
The restaurant has seating for 110
people, an eight-room motel-arid' a
concrete dock with 150 boat slips.
Her children are Louie Williams
and wife, Judy, New Concord, Greg
Williams and wife, Rida, Murray,
Jan Miller and husband, Randall.
Sedalia, and Julie Stubblefield and
husband, Neil, Murray.
Her grandchildren are Regina

Santa Project started
by the resource centers

Delta
Department
Photos provided

Dr. Geoffrey Ball DMD, side
photo, spoke about "Effects
of Aging and Dental Care- at
the November meeting of
the Delta Department of the
Club.
Woman's
Murray
Hostesses were, from left in
bottom photo. Karen Olson,
Vonda Gibson and Joanne
Cohoon.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor

The 2003 Santa Project is starting. Children are
currently available for sponsorship by calling the
Calloway County Family Resource Center at 7627333 or the Murray Family Resource Center at 7599592.
Donations are also being accepted to support those
children who are not sponsored through Santa's
Workshop.
Tax deductible donations may be made to the Angel
Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Michelle Hansen is director of Calloway Center
and Opal (Tootle) Oakley of the Murray Center.

Interagency meeting Wednesday

Calloway County Interagency meeting will be
Wednesday. Nov. 26, at 11:30 a.m. in the annex of
Calloway Public Library. The program will include information on the Drug
-Free Communities Grant.

Church notes deadline early Wednesday
Because of the Thanksgiving holiday, the deadline for items for the Friday
church page is early Wednesday morning, Nov. 26. Please bring those in by
early Wednesday morning or e-mail them to the office.

Sue Williams
husband. Chad.
and
Smith
Evansville, Ind., Bryan Williams
and wife, Donna, New Concord,
Stephanie Phillips and husband,
Justin, Melissa Williams, Terra and
Matthew Vance, all of Murray, and
Ronnie, Rustin, Robert and Ryan
Miller of Sedalia.
Four great-grandchildren are
Isaac and Brianna Smith of
Evansville, Rikki William -of New
Concord and Jacob Phillips of
Murray.

Youth collecting old cell phones
The Youth of First Christian Church is collecting old cell phones as a
fundraiser for the mission trip this summer. Old phones may be dropped-off
at the Church office at 111 North 5th St., across from the City Hall, or call
759-5395 for pick up.

Oaks ladies plan dinner
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will furnish a catered Christmas dinner
for all ladies of the association_ on Thursday. Dec. 11, at 6:30 p.m.
Reservations must be made by Dec. 7 by calling Martha Broach, 753-9164,
or by signing up at the clubhouse.

Angels Attic open on Chestnut
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 972 Chestnut St., Murray, next to
Pagliai's, is open from noon to 5 p.m., Tuesdays through Saturdays.
Volunteers are urgently needed to assist with this community-wide endeavor
which benefits the Angels Community Clinic. For more information call 7620505.

I Rita's Neat Repeats
attle
1314114S
'

Q'X'airr
Consignment Clothes
Root?,
for
75% 01T
Men,Women & Children
!Tornsais,'ll'eddiny, :Maternity & Nursily

Food donations requested

*Costume Rasta& - Yiiimestead, 50% Tac,(y Formats "ammo
Open Mon - Sat 10 am - b pm •h05 S 12th St., Murray•(27D)76241207

Owner - Rita

www.murrayledgencom
Book Your Christmas Party

ty 0)1;4
CA14
NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS 159-8866

Postal service honors
Dexter carrier Glen Olson

J.H. Hornbuckle Memorial Residential Services are requesting food donations for needy families in time for the Thanksgiving holiday. Donations an
be left at Murray Fire Extinguisher Sales and Services, 601 South 4th St.,
Murray. between the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For information call 762-0600.

Dependable, professional, and Quality Work Life Employee
— just a few of the ITivotvement and co-chair of
committed ire
words used to describe Dexter rural District Joint Steering Committee.
carrier Glen Olson. Hard worker is He has worked on a variety of teems
another and today, the U.S. Postal during his career and he oversees
Service honored him for his the training of rural carrier associachievements. Selected as one of ates.
Dexter Postmaster Peggy Smith
four Kentuckiana Heroes and Hard
Workers for 2003,Olson was recog- feels Olson is deserving of recogninized for his contributions to the tion. She said, Glen uses a common
sense approach to resolving probPostal Service and the community.
During a ceremony held in lems. He has a heart of gold and
Louisville District Manager Don goes beyond the call of duty to help
Peterson said, "Glen sets the stan- others at work and in the community,
dard for dedication to the job and
the customer. His Contributions and
commitment are exemplary."
BirthAnnouncement
Olson is the president of the
National Rural Letter Carrier
Association. He is a member of

Need_ Line will be taking more names for Christmas baskets today, Nov.
25, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the office in the Weaks
Community Center,607 Poplar St., Murray. Proof of income for everyone in
the household and proof of residence will be needed.

Keenan Colson
Bramley

Light Up Your Holidays.
20% OFF ALL CANDLES
This week only, all candles are 20% off at Pier 1 so stop by today
for the brightest gifts and the most brilliant buys of the season.

ALL BARSTOOLS S.: COUNTERSTOOLS ARE ALSO 20% OFF!

Piell imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

7 C1-(jSC°—
-1

presented by

SOUTH EASTERN
BOOK CO.
Monday, Nov. 24th - Wednesday, Nov. 26th
9:00-5:00

Save Up To

Friday, Nov. 28th - Saturday, Nov. 29th
9:00-500

60% Off

Sunday, Nov. 30th 1:00-5:00

Publisher Prices!
Great Christmas Gifts!
LOOK FOR UPCOMING
SALE DATES!!

LOCATION
Bel-Air Shopping Center
in Murray
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
Between Fred's and Food Giant

Alzheimer's Group to meet today
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet today, Nov. 25,at 4:30 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call
Cindy Ragsdale L.S.W. at 762-1108.

CAM for CASA Playhouse back
CASA for CASA Playhouse will be on display at Kroger of Murray until
Jan. 10. tickets can be purchased at Kroger or at the CASA office in the
Calloway County Schools Annex, 1922 St. Rt. 121 North, for a donation of
$1. For more information call 767-0064.

Breast Cancer Group to meet tonight
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. Nov. 25, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For more information call
Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Al-Anon meeting

Robert Derek Bramley and
Heather Marie Colson of Murray
are the parents of a son. Keenan
born
on
Bramley,
Colson
Wednesday, Nov. 19, 2003. at 5:41
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
and measured 20 inches. A brother
is Deandre Bramley.
Grandparents are Karen Hunter,
Steve Colson and Jimmy Bramley,
all of Murray.

Read all about
the news that hits
home. Subscribe
to the
Ledger &
1 Times

1

Children's Books
Novels
Computer Books
-Cliff Notes
Books- For Dummies
Cookbooks
Arts and Crafts
.Something For Everyone!

Need Line taking names for baskets today

is tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight, Nov. 25,from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center.

Band Boosters promotion is today
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate day today, Nov.
25, at Captain D's. Persons are requested to place their receipts in the box on
the counter for the Band Boosters to get credit.

Thanksgiving dinner planned
A Community Thanksgiving Dinner will be served at the Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. The dinner is for anyone in
Calloway County that will be dining alone on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 27.
The doors will open at 10 a.m. for fellowship and lunch will be served at
noon. If you are planning to attend, please stop by the Senior Citizens office
and pick up a ticket no later than today, Nov. 25. There is no charge for the
ticket. For more information call 753-0929.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the
American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only
requirement for attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call
436-5675.

"Is the Season To Show Mom
How Much You Cdre.
The holidays are the perfect time to express your
feelings with a gift of fine jewelry. A gift of
beauty that lasts forever..

BEAUTIFUL FAMILY RINGS
ook'k
r:141**
'
%.".

•
Ant-

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
•01'.4.4111,.•t•i•
L

NV FIF/

Be
.7 an

1.

Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor.
Sign the back of your drivers
license or place a Donor Dot on it & tell your family of your wishes.
For information contact:
Toll-Free(866)945-LIFE,
or www.trustforlife.org

LEE jewelry Artisans

Dixieland Center • 1304-F Chestnul_51.._!._Murray„. KY 42071

270-759-1141

Kettlati7 Oman C4001 Clerb Arsentrien
Otrn And Tinve DWINDOrt Anarrrnen
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TQI welcomes Constance Alexander to staff at institute

Anniversary

Constance Alexander, Murray, both praeucing and newly certified Management twin Pace Liii‘ersity,
joined the staff of Murray State teachers to improve content and NY.
Teacher
Quality pedagogical knowledge in specific
'University's
Alexander has taught in Edison
Institute on Nov. areas of need. One of the first Phas- Township, NJ, and at the College of
17. Alexander es of Alexander's work will involve Saint Elizabeth in Convent Station.
will serve as a identifying schools and teachers NJ. She was also on the faculty in
Faculty Scholar interested in assistance and support creative writing for the Kentucky
with TQI. Her in the teachiag _of the:Humanities Institute for Arts in Education, and
focus will be to and Fine Arts'
is a consultant to arts organizations
work with teachArts
A former teacher and public through
the
Kentucky
ers administra- school administrator in New Jersey, Council's Peer Advisory Network.
tot% and school- Alexandei brings e-xtensive expertAn award-winning Writer. she is
syste.ms in the ..ence to the-poSition. Her undergrad- .a poet, playwright, novelist, news
region, helping uate work at the College of New paper columnist and independent
Alexander them to improve, Jersey was in English-, with a Social radio, producer. A graduate of
innovate
and Studies minor and course work in Leadership Kentucky, she is on the
implement effective teaching strate- music. She has a Master's degree in board of the Four Rivers Center and
History
Kentucky
Oral
gies in the Humanities and Fine Education and the Humanities, NJ the
certification in -Administration & Commission. She is a founding
Arts.
Faculty Scholars are involved in Supervision of Curriculum & member and artistic director of the
Kentucky
Playwrights'
a variety of efforts, working with Instruction, and an MBA in West

Festival at Murray's Playhouse in
the Park.
W.A. Franklin. director of the
Teacher Quality Institute, welcomed
Constance to the staff. "Her expertise will allow TQI to expand its
capacity to assist elementary, middle
and high school teachers better integrate Htmianities'and finc Aris into
the curriculum," he said. "Her outstanding experience as a teacher.
consultant and writer wilt contribute very effectively to the mi&siori oLthe
Institute."
For more information about the
Faculty Scholar Program in the Fine
Arts and Humanities, contact
Alexander at MSU. Room 309,
Alexander Hall. The number is 270762-2686 or the e-mail address
constance.alexander@charternet.

MCCH service of remembrance set for Dec. 4

Mr. and Mrs. Bankes in 1953

On Thursday, Dec. 4 at 6:30
p.m., Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will hold the 21St annual
Service of Remembrance at First
Presbyterian Church.
The service is held every year as
a way to remember loved ones who
have died during the yearat MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Long
Term Care, West View Nursing
Home, or in HomeCare or Hospice
programs. Every year the service is
held at a different location in the
Murray community.
There will be special music, a
responsive reading, a devotion, and
a time of remembering with a special PowerPoint presentation..
New this year is a photo reflection video provided by Filbeck-.
Cann & King Funeral Home in
Rev.
David
Benton.
The
Montgomery aand the Rev. Ann
Marie Montgomery, co-pastors of
First Presbyterian Church and the
Rev. Dennis Norval, pastor of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, will
be participating in the service along
with Donnie Hendrix, who will be
providing special music, and several
hospital representative.s.
.
"It is a privilege to organize this
service each year for the families of
patients we have cared for through
the hospital's services," said Kerry
Lambert, Chaplain at Murray-

Calloway
County
Hospital.
"Because this service is held
between two of the most celebrated
holidays of the year, it often brings
back many memories nHuved ones

Murray students
get scholarships

Mr. and Mrs. Bankes in 2003
Dale and Madaline Bankes of Almo will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Friday, Nov. 28, 2003.
They will celebrate the occasion at the Opryland Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bankes were married Nov. 28, 1953, at St. John Catholic
Church, Freeland, Pa., with Father Corman officiating.
Mrs. Bankes is the daughter of the late Joseph and Anna Lawrence.
Mr. Bankes is the son of Melroy Bankes of Hardin and the late Alona
Bankes.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Jo Anne Moore, Murray. and Mrs.
Crystal Chadwick, Hazel; and two sons, Mike Bankes, Dyersburg. Tenn.,
and Charles Bankes, Wisconsin.
Their grandchildren are Anna Myers, Crystal Bankes, Tom Moore,
Fliedie Bankes, Mikie Bankes, Tim Bankes and Burnadett Chadwick. Four
great-grandchildren are Desirae, Zienna and Bryce Myers and Eion Bankes.

Pardue accepted by school
James Andrew Pardue, son of
Keith and Debbie Pardue of Almo,
Ky., has been accepted to the
University of San Jose California's
graduate school of engineering.
While pursing a master of engineering degree, he is also working
for the university as a graduate
teaching assistant in the Compiner
Science Engineering Department.
Pardue is the grandson of Billy
Corum of Troy, Tenn.. and Mrs.
Gladys Pardue of Obion, Tenn.
He is a valedictorian graduate of
Calloway County High School and
a cum laude graduate of the
University of Kentucky. Lexington,
where he was a member of Alpha At
Omega and Upsilon .Pi Epsilon
honor society.
Pardue has also been commissioned a member of the Honorable
Order of Kentucky Colonels of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. He
has traveled to several countries
while furthering his education
including Russia. Spain and France.
While attending the University
of Kentucky. Pardue completed the
chemical engineering department's
co-op program with a the university's Center for Applied Energy
Research and did a summer internship with the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

•411111111111
0
siW
111P'

• Long Thrm Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

oncinaL ,

WEEKENDS AT 7PM EST/6PM CST

30-DAY, NO-RISK MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
FREE PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
CHARTER HIGH-SPEED INTERNET
NOW ONLY

New York Life
Insurance
Company

Call now

1-800-238-9296

qcomc,.coorster
www.charter.com

co

1/1":
4400

Sik
20% TO 50% OFF
— Selected New Fall Merchandise —

The Company You Keep
.
(270) 753-2007'
211 Maple St., Murray

• Haireare • Massage Therapy • Facials• Sugaring
• Manicures • Pedicures
\rained One of America's Fastest Growing Salons

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760

H
$2999/MON1-

CHARTER'S FASTEST INTERNET
SPEED-UP TO 2 MEG

Ryan Edwards

GIVE CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Concept Salon

THAT'S So raven

CH

Not just About
Life Insurunce..

Let Us Help You With Your Holiday Shopping

n

MANHATTAN, Kan. — More
than 4,000 students at Kansas State
University have received scholarships for the 2003-2004 school
year.
The scholarships total $6.6 million, and most are made possible
through donations and gifts to the
KSU Foundation.
The following Kansas State students from Murray receiving scholarships are the following
Darin Andrew Bringham $1,750 by Business Administration
Dean's Scholarship;
Heath Neil Bringham - $280 by
the M.A. Durland Scholarship, $10
by K-State Academic Award and
$960 by the Daric M. Miller
Memorial Scholarship.

everyone is encouraged to attend.
For more information on the
Service of Remembrance, contact
Kerry Lambert, Chaplain. Pastoral
Care at MCCH,at 270-762-1274:-

11 comedH
of psychic
proportions.

DisneyChannel.com

Pardue has had joint publications
in the American Chemical Society,
Division of Fuel Chemistry, and the
World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte.
Ltd., Singapore, Proceedings. He is
presently residing in San Jose, Calif.

'The Essential-Dag Spa

AVEDA

.
to those in attendance.First Presbyterian Church is
located at 1601 Main Street in
Murray. A reception and time of fellowship will follow the service and

Brighton and ArtEffect Shoes

20%OFF

'\k fie Place
305-C S. 12th St. • 753-5678
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Racers continue second-half surges
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
If the Murray State Racers are
determined to shed their growing
image of being a second-half team,
they have done little to show it
in the early stages of the 200304 season.
Monday's matchup with Division II visitor West Florida marked
the fourth straight game - including two . exhibitions - that, the
Racers have allowed their opponents to stay within striking distance for the first 20 minutes, only
to use a big second-half run to
put the ganne out of reach.
Kevin Paschel's buzzer-beating
. -p.o.inter_ at the end of the _Ijist
halt put Murray up for good (4239), and the Racers used a 29-7
scoring spurt in the final 20 minutes to blast the Argonauts 94-8
at the Regional Special Events
Center.
While happy toget -the-rictory, MSU head coach Mick Cronin
wondered aloud in his post-game
:press conference about what he
to o 16-yet 1k-first Racer
•ned
squad .out of the blocks quicker.
"1 try to be calm before the
game." Cronin said. "Maybe 1 need
to get a little more fired up in
my pre-game speech ... We need
to play a lot better in the first
half because we could have been
dOWn- big if we had been playing
a team like Austin Peay."
Murray's full-court pressing style
- a product of Cronin's days as
an assistant to Louisville coach Rick
Pitino- proved ineffective against
a small and quick West Florida
squad, which used solid 3-point
shooting to stay on the Racers'
heels in . the first_ half.
The Argonauts (0-1) canned 7of-l2 shots from 3-point range in
the first 20 minutes, finishing the
half shooting 50 percent (16-of32) from the floor.
Three long-range bombs in the
first six minutes gave West Florida an •11-9 edge. James Vilsaint's
jumper with 6:39 to go gave the
Argonauts a surprising 27-24 lead,
and left an RSEC crowd of 3,058
squirming nervously in their seats.
"The 3-pointer is a great equalizer," noted Cronin of West Florida's early marksmanship from the
perimeter. "You have to give them

RACERS 94,
West Florida 68
WEST FLORIDA (0-1)
Shemweli 5-11 0-1 14. Silva 3-9 2-4 11.
Vilsaint 6-9 0-2 12, Sullivan 4-8 2-3 11,
Walker 0-1 2-2 2, Ponds 2-4 1-5 5. Havens
0-0 0-0 0, Russell 0-0 0-0 0, Love 3-10
1-3 7, Isaac 0-0 3-4 3, Taylor 1-2 0-0 3
Totals 24-54 11-24 68
MURRAY ST. (2-0)
Victor 8-8 2-3 19. Wheichel 2-7 0-2 5,
Hornig 3-4 2-2 8. Chiles 3-8 2-3 8, Shumate 4-8 2-2 13_, Paschel 2-4 0-2 5, Akin
0-0 0-0 0, Wolf 0-1 0-0 0, Brown 4-10 1213 20, Jones 4-9 0-0 12, Witherspoon 23 0-2 4 Totals 32-62 20-29 94.
Halftime -- Murray St. 42, West 'Florida
39_ 3-point goals - West Florida 9-21
(Shemwelt 4-6.. Silva 3-6, Taylor 1-2, Sullivan 1-3. Ponds 0-1, Love 0-3), Murray
St. 10-28 (Jones 4-9, Shumate 3-6, Victor
1-1, Paschel
. ... 1,3, Whelchel 1-6, Chiles '0Fa/la-01W
Rebound" West Florida 31 (Silva 8). Murray St. 41
(Victor 11). Assists - West Florida 17
(Shemwell 6), Murray St. 23 (Paschel 6).
Total fouls - West Florida 22, Murray St.
21. Technical* - West Florida, team. A
3,058.

a lot of credit. They came in-here
well prepared for our pressing game.
They spread us out, handled the
press and shot the three's well...
--They had severr-3--pointers in
the first half, and two in the second_ half. That was the story of
the game."
The Arognauts also proved efficient on the boards, outrebounding the taller Racers 18-15 in the
opening half.
But MSU managed to turn up
the intensity in the second half,
outrebounding West Florida 23-13
for a 41-31 edge on the boards
for the contest. The Racers also
shot 55.9 percent (19-of-34) in the
final 20 minutes to pull away for
the 26-point victory.
Forward Kelvin Brown, a junior-college transfer who's become
an instant• star for the !lacers,
scored 10 of his game-high 20
points in the second half and followed Cuthbert Victor's lead with
seven rebounds. Victor grabbed 11
boards to go along with his 19
points on a perfect 8-of-8 shooting from the field.
"Coach (Cronin) got on to us
at halftime, and we picked it up,"
Brown said. "It was kind of hard
to get into this game. We couldn't quite get into our press. They
slowed everything down."
The Racers' work on the glass
and the switch to a full-court man-

AP

The Nets' Alonzo Mourning was forced to retire
because of a kidney disease, which will require a
transplant soon.

Mourning's
-career cut
short by
disease-

MICHAEL DANNH_edger & Times photo

Senior guard Chris Shumate (32) defends against West Florida's Josh Sullivan (14) during Monday night's contest at the RSEC. The Racers improved to 2-0 with a 94-68 win.
to-man defense helped ignite the
second-half run.
Victor sparked a 14-0 run by
catching an errant shot from a
teammate and putting it in the
hoop for a 54-45 MSU lead. He
also added a 3-point play, and
then Brown scored four straight.
Shawn Witherspoon's reverse
layup off a Paschel dish capped
the run as the Racers built an
insurmountable 66-45 advantage

with 12:58 to play.
With the help of thitt ma, Murray managed to force 19 Argonaut
turnovers and had 23 assists.
"It wasn't pretty, but they're
not all going to be as exciting as
Saturday night was," said Cronin,
referring to the Racers' seasonopening rout of Wagner. "We
ground it out and still came away
with the win. Now we have to
get ready for the next one."

MSU continues its season-opening stretch of four games in eight
days on Wednesday when it hosts
another Division II program-SIUEdwardsville - at 7:15 p.m. at
the RSEC.
The Racers will also host Conference USA member Southern Mississippi on Saturday at 3 p.m.
before taking to the road for the
first time at Texas Christian on
Dec. 3.

Brooks: Schilling mulls trade to Boston
Media
coverage
unfair
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)Kentucky football coach Rich
Brooks said Monday that he
thinks some of the media coverage of the Wildcats this season has been unfair.
During his final weekly press
conference of the season,
Brooks, who complained last
week about what he called "negative press." took issue with criticism in recent weeks that he
said was aimed toward coaches and some players.
"I think some articles are
off base,even factually," Brooks
said. "I have never complained
about being criticized when it
was due. Certainly, there have
been times this year that it
was due. There have been sortie
things written that were a little bit personal or mean-spirited, attacking the transition of
the coaching staff that I had
nothing.to do with. but Somebody's agenda was to wear that
one out, for some reason.
"I think it followed over
with some criticisni of some
of the players that I think is
totally unwarranted. I feel this
team has competed and battled. I know everybody has
made a big thing out about
whether I connected with this
team or not. I think I have
connected with this team. I think
I've connected with them all
along."
Brooks said he hoped this
year's Kentucky seniors would
be remembered for their competitive spirit.

PARADISE VALLEY,Ariz.(AP) him, confirmed the proposed trade. Epstein and the things they're try- nation since Sandy Koufax and
- The Boston brass is headed
Don Drysdale during the 2000-02
He said he and his wife Shon- ing to do there."
for Arizona to try to persuade Curt da will hear what the Red Sox
Hiring Terry Francona as man- seasons.
Schilling
to have to say "and we will make a ager in Boston would help the
Now, Schilling could be joinrejoin the Red decision that we're happy with."
Red Sox chances of landing ing a staff that includes another
Sox, the organiSchilling said Red Sox gener- Schilling.
of the game's great pitchers, Pedro
zation that draft- al manager Theo Epstein and pres"I have made it known that he Martinez. "From one Hall of Famer
ed him 17 years ident Larry Lucchino were head- would be a reason I'd be inter- to a potential Hall of Famer,"
ago.
ing to Phoenix to meet with him. ested in going to Boston," Schilling Schilling said.
The Red Sox The Red Sox asked the commis- said. "I only said that because it
Neither Epstein nor Arizona genand Diamond- sioner's office for permission to was my understanding that he was eral manager Joe Garagiola Jr.
backs have a ten- discuss a contract extension with a slam-dunk for the job anyway." commented on the reported deaL
tative deal to Schilling, the 37-year-old rightWhile Schilling was talking, and
The situation is similar to one
send the ace hander said, a window that expires television trucks lined the narrow a year ago, when Arizona tried to
Schilling
right-hander to at 5 p.m. Friday.
road, a white pickup truck stopped package Matt Williams in a deal
Boston, but Schilling has a no"I want a chance to win the and Randy Johnson stuck his head to Colorado for Larry Walker. Both
trade clause and can veto it.
World Series for the rest of my out, hollering, "You're blocking players had a no-trade clause, and
Schilling, speaking outside his
both ended up vetoing the deal.
career. Who doesn't?" Schilling the street!home in this posh suburb MonIt was a timely piece of humor. Williams wound up being waived
said. "But I'm in a position to
day night while his children and
kind of control that. I've heard noth- Johnson and Schilling formed the by the team before the season ended,
dogs played in the yard behind
ing but great things about Mr. most dominant lefty-righty combi- then retired.

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) - Looking at Alonzo
Mourning, one sees a chiseled
body, muscles and veins popping out of arms and not an
ounce of fat.
It - a physique worthy of
someone who's been the first
to show up and the last to
leave New Jersey Nets practices this season.
"I think for most people to
look at him and think there is
something wrong, they would
say this guy looks healthy as
a bull," Nets coach Byron Scott
said Monday.
Mourning isn't, though. The
life-threatening kidney disease
that's limited his play in TWo
of the last three seasons has
gotten worse since his return
this season, and the 33-yearold is going to need a transplant - soon.
A nationwide search is under
way for a prospective donor.
Mourning wasn't at practice
Monday, when the _Nets
announced that the center was
leaving basketball again. He
issued no statement. .
All-Star point guard Jason
-Kidd heard the disappointment
in Mourning's voice the night
before. He also heard the
unselfish player he has come
to admire.
"The big person that he is,
he was very soft-spoken," Kidd
said Monday, recalling his telewith
conversation
phone
Mourning. "He felt that he 'was
maybe letting me down in the
sense that he came here to try
and win a championship and
he came here because of me."
While the news stunned most
of Mourning's teammates, it
didn't surprise Scott.
Mourning has been tested
weekly since signing a fouryear, $22 million contract in
July. The results have gotten
progressively worse.
"It scared me to death,"
Scott said.

Buccaneers snap three-game
skid with win over Giants
TAMPA. Ha. (AP) - The Tampa Bay
Buccaneers hope winning will make questions
about Keyshawn Johnson go away.
"We've got a run we know we can make,
and it started today," cornerback Ronde Barber said after the Super Bowl champions
revived their playoff hopes with a 19-13 vicAmy_ over the New" York Giants on Monday
night.
"I hope we can remember, this feeling,"
Barber added. "It has been a long time since
we tasted succes.s, and we finally, got one."
The Bucs (5-6) snapped a three-game losing streak in their first outing since Johnson
was deactivated for the rest of the season because
of differences with coach Jon Gruden, who
decided the star receiver had become disruptive in the locker room.
Charles Lee. one of the receivers getting
more playing time because of Johnson's absence,
scored on a 53-yard reception. He finished
with 'five catches for 91 yards - not bad for
a guy who didn't have any this season before
Monday night.
"Key-is- a good guy and we -all niks him.
hut it was an opportunity for me to step up,"
Lee said. "Coach let me know that they had

confidence in me."
Brad Johnson threw for 269 yards and one
touchdown. Tampa Bay's defense did its part,
too, forcing four turnovers by Kerry Collins
and sacking the Giants quarterback three times.
Thomas Jones scored on a I -yard run and
Martin Gramatica finished a long, second-half
drive- With 'a' 21-yard-1ield .gbal.
"We didn't make big mistakes, not a lot
of penalties on offense, we had a lot' of
turnovers on defense, which always helps us,"
Barber.'said. 7'We played more fundamental
ball. That's the bottom line."
•
The loss was the third straight, and sixth
in eight games, for New York (4-7), which
watched its playoff prospects all but disappear with five games remaining.
Still. coach Jim Fassel and his players haven't
abandoned hope of salvaging the season,.
"We'll keep fighting. We're not out of it
yet," said Giants running back Tiki Barber,
Ronde's twin brother. "We're not the type of
team, the type of players who will quit on a
season. We'll keep going forward."
Tampa Bay's defense redeemed itself after
yielding winning drives the previous three
weeks.

STEVE NESIUSAP

New York Giants' wide receiver Amani Toomer (81) loses his helmet
after taking a hit from Tampa Bay Buccaneers' defensive back Dwight
Smith (26) in the end zone during the first half of their game Monday night in Tampa, Fla.
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Ohio Valley Conference Roundup
Braves' lefty
legend
SEMO, UTM, JSU all winners Monday
Spahn
dies at 82

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Sutter
Insurance Agency

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East

National Football League
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East

Baltimore
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Pittsburgh

6
4
4
West

3

II
4
4
South

3
7
7

0
0
0

0
0

Carokna
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
Atlanta

8
5
5
2
North

3
6
6
9

0
0
0
0

0
0

Minnesota
Green Bay
Chicago
Detroit

7
6
4
3
West

4
5
7
8

0
0
0
0

South
9
9
4
2
North

8

Dallas
Philadelphia
NV Giants
Washington

0
0
0
0

New England
Miami
Buffalo
NV Jets

Indianapolis
Tennessee
Houston
Jacksonville

&meaner

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Lindy Suiter

9

5
7
7

10
Kansas City
5
Denver
8
3
Oakland
9
2
San Diego
Sunday's Games
Dallas 24. Carolina 20
Baltimore 44, Seattle 41, OT
New England 23, Houston 20 OT
'IV Jets 13, Jacksonville 10
Indianapolis 17, Buffalo 14
Green Bay 20 San Francisco 10
Minnesota 24, Detroit 14
Pittsburgh 13, Cleveland 6
Philadelphia 33, New Orleans 20
St Louis 30, Anzona 27. OT
Chicago 19, Denver 10
Tennessee 38. Atlanta 31
Kansas City 27, Oakland 24
Cincinnati 34. San Diego 27
Miami 24. Washington 23
Monday's Game
Tampa, Bay 19, N Y Giants 13

0
3
8
St Louis
4
7
Seattle
6
5
San Francisco
3
8
Arizona
Thursday's Games
Green Bay at Detroit. 11 30 p.m
Miami at Dallas, 305 p.m
,
Sunday, Nov. 30 •
Arizona at Chicago, 12 p.m.
Attanta - at Houston, 12 ph1.-Buffalo at N V Giants, 12 p.m.
p.m
Minnesota at St Louts 12
New England at Indianapolis, 12 pm.
Cincinnati at Prttsburgh, 12 p.m
Philadelphia at Carolina, 12 pin
San Francisco at Baltimore. 12 pin
New Orleans at Washington. 305 pm
Cleveland at Seattle, 3:15 p.m
Denver at Oakland, 3:15 pm
Kansas City at San Diego, 315 pm
Tampa Bay at Jacksonville. 730 p m.
Monday, Dec. 1
Tennessee at N 'I Jets. 8 p.m

0
0
0
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CCMS boys fall to North Marsall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Seventh and eighth grade boys' basketball teams from Calloway
County Middle School recently dropped a pair of games to North
Marshall Middle School.
The Laker eighth grade squad fell to North Marshall 48-30 last
Friday night.
Douglas Willis paced CCMS with seven points in the losing effort.
Jesse Morris followed with six points, while Casey Brockman, Corby
Cook and Trey Travis each added four points apiece.
One night earlier, the seventh grade Lakers fell to the Marshals
38-28. Brockman paced the CCMS attack with 12 points. Jamey
Gream followed with nine.
Both teams were scheduled to play in a doubleheader tonight at
Graves County. Following_thuse,contests., the_ squads will take a break
for the Thanksgiving holiday before returning to action on Dec. 1
with a twinbill at Hickman County.

BROKEN ARROW,Okla.(AP)
— Warren Spahn stood up to
Casey Stengel when he was 21
and fought against Germany a
year later. Then, he returned to
the major leagues and won 363
games after his 25th birthday.
The man was tough, pitching
professionally for 24 seasons in
an era when pitchers routinely
completed
games on three
days rest.
Spahn, the
winningest lefthander in baseball history and
a leader of the
dominant Milwaukee Braves
teams of the late
Spahn
1950s, died at
Broken
his
Arro‘y home Monday,family mem,
hers said. He was 82.
"He was a hard-headed, hardnosed, loving man," said Niki
Spahn, his granddaughter."He was
the strongest man I ever met."
The Hall of Famer baffled batters with his high leg kick and
teamed with Johnny Sain in the
famous "Spahn and Sain and pray
for rain" tandem.
Spahn helped pitch the -Braves
to a 1957 World Series championship and National League pennants in 1948 and 1958. A 14time All-Star, Spahn won 20 games
13 times, tying Christy Matthewson for the most in NL history.
Spahn was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1973, his
first year of eligibility, receiving
nearly 83 percent of the votes.
Spahn led the NL in victories
eight times, including five seasons in a row from 1957-61, and
led the league in strikeouts from
1949-52.
"Warren Spahn was a fighter
...and_ a winner," said New York
Yankees. manager Joe Torre, who
played with Spahn for the Braves.

By The Associated Press
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(AP)
— Brett Hale scored 18 points
and grabbed six rebounds to lead
Southeast Missouri past Kentucky
Christian 83-51 Monday night.
The Indians led by as many
as 34 despite shooting just 42
percent from the field and 15
perient (4-of-27) frOrn 3-point
range. Reggie Golson added 11
points and six rebounds for Southeast Missouri.
Darnell Chatman led Kentucky
Christian (7-6) with 15 points
and seven rebounds. T.J. Lykins
added 12, .and Daniel Williams
had 10.
Tenn.-Martin 105,
Cent. Baptist 78
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — Justin
Smith scored 24 points, and Tennessee-Martin had six other players in double-figures as they beat
Central Baptist College 105-78

RACER BASKETBALL
Murray Stale University
vs.
SIU Edwardsville
AO
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The Gamecocks (2-0) hadn't
Monday.
Tennessee-Martin (2-2) led 44- had a player score 30 points in
38 at the half, but put the game a game since Feb. 19, 1998 —
out of reach with a 12-2 run to a span of 143 games.
Dan Bryant scored 20 points
start the second half.
Central Baptist (6-5) turned the to lead Shorter (3-3), which had
ball over 23 times, leading to 31 six players in double figures.
The Hawks led 46-38 at the
points for Tennessee-Martin. The
Skyhawks had just 13 turnovers. half, but Jacksonville State used
v e Woocif rk scored 14 a 9-0 run to cut the lead, to 53Kenan Asceric had 12•and 52 with 14:17 remaining: After
Jeremy 'Kelly had 10 as starters Shorter pushed its lead back to
for the Skyhawks. Coming off six points, the Gamecocks hit
the bench, Will Lewis had 13 four straight 3-pointers — three
by Eager — to take a 66-60
and Chris Carter 10.
Orien Hatcher was the game's lead with 10:31 to play.
Shorter regained the lead with
leading Scorer withy,29 points for
less than eight minutes to play,
Central Baptist.
but Brown sank a free throw
Jacksonville St. 97,
with 5:54 left to tie the game
Shorter 90
JACKSONVILLE, Ala. (AP)- at 73-73. The Gamecocks never
— Trent Eager was 11-of-16 for trailed again.
Jacksonville State shot 66.7 pera career-high 30. points to lift
Jacksonville State over Shorter cent in the second half, including 6 of 14 from 3-point range.
97-90 on Monday night.
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Calloway County schools provide flu shots Beware top ten mistakes
"Seientiti, e'.1Oence stiov. that
children learn -better when they're
in good health,- Calloway County
Schools' Health Coordinator Vicki
Williams says.
That's Why at Calloway County
Schools educating the whole child
means ensuring their good health.
One such program conducted by
Calloway County Schools' Health
Services saw its fourth year last
week.
With flu season typically beginning in November, Calloway.
County Schools offers flu shots to
all students free of charge and to
staff for $ID._ Williams says the flu
has the potential of keeping a child
out of school for up to ID clays.
Williams says this—prograrh has dramatically helped keep sickness
down during flu season.
Along with flu shots, vision
screenings, tetanus and diphtheria
boosters, Hepatitis B shots, and
many other services, Calloway
County Schools are looking for
new ways to improve the overall
stosl_c_nts
_
School ntirses Vicki Williams
and Tina Ryan serve on the local
Childhood-UbesityllSkforce with
other members of the community.
They've seen the rising number of
childhood obesity cases in
Calloway County and across the
nation. Their goal is to combat
those numbers.
Two projects aimed at doing just
that are milk vending machines and
a student walking program.

on college applications
The holiday season means that
college application time has arrived
for high school seniors. America's
admissions officers will be sorting
through thousands of applications
during the coming weeks. ACT, the
company that produces the college
admissions exam, suggests that
before you apply to a college, check
out the following list of the top mistakes students make on their applications, according to high school
_goiriuticP .c.conselors__ziul _admiti-sions officers.
I. Misspellings and grammatical
errors — This is a big pet peeve of
admissions people. if you misspell
on something as important as the
application, it shows that either you
_don't egg,or y_ou aren't good at
spelling. Some students even misspell their intended major. But don't
stop with a spell check. Proofread
for grammatical errors, too.
2. Applying online, but the application isn't submitted — "if you
apply_online....you should receive
confirmation that the college or uniCalloway County High School teacher Wanda Johnson receives her flu shot. The shots were
versity received it. Confirmation
offered free of charge to students and $10 for faculty and staff.
could be an e-mail message, a web
_page response...or _a _ cre.dit_.card
Williams says the milk vending TV
and
Massac
Memorial idea. Basically, we're trying- to
receipt. Follow through and make
machines should arrive the first or Hospital. Williams said the pilot start good health habits in our stusure that your application has been
-submitted.
second week in Deceiiit,er at program will last 9 weeks. If it is dents."
3. Forgotten signatures — Make
Calloway County Middle School successful, they will then offer the
Calloway County Schools'
sure you sign and date the form.
and High School. The vending program to one entire grade or Health Services will plan many
Often students overlook it if it's on
machines will offer a healthy alter- more.
more programs aimed at educating
the back of the form. Check that all
native to soda machines.
"The idea for this came after our students, faculty, staff and the comspaces are completed.
Coming soon, some 6th students faculty and staff participated in the munity about health issues.
4. Not reading carefully —
Know the difference between
"Making sure we have healthy
will be asked to participate in a 10,000 steps program," Williams
pilot walking program. The pro- said. "A lot of interest was shown students is very important to us,". County and Country. If the form
asks what County you live in, the
gram will be based on the 10,000 from students questioning the staff, Williams said. "We're trying to do
United States should not be the
steps program offered by WPSD- and we thought it would be a great our part."
answer.
5. Listing extracurricular activi-

ties that aren't - Those that make
the list include sports, the arts, formal organizations and volunteer
work. Talking on the phone and
hanging out with friends don't
make the cut. Make sure your activity information is accurate.
Colleges may check with your high
school.
6. Not telling your guidance
counselor where you've applied —
Let your guidance counselor know
which cntIgec you:re applying to,
and ask to review your high school
transcript before it's sent to colleges. Sometimes transcripts have
errors.
7. Writing illegibly — First
impressions count, so take your
time and use your best handwriting.
It will make a better impression.
8. Using an e-mail address that
friends might laugh about, but colleges won't — Select a professional
e-mail address. Keep your fun
address for friends, but select an
address using your name for college
admissions.
9. Not checking your e-mail regularly — if you've given an e-mail
address, the roIlege winAise_ii_ you
don't want to miss out on anything
because you didn't read your e-

10. Letting Mom or Dad help
you fill out your application --Admissions people know if your
parents help, whether you have two
different styles of handwriting or if
your admissions essay sounds more
like a 45-year-old than a 17-yearold. It's fine to get advice, but do
the work yourself.
For more college planning help,
visit the student section at ACT's
website, www.act.org.

MHS students earn ALP awards
Eight students at Murray High courses and exams.
multiple-choice and free-response
School have earned the designation
At Murray High School, three (essay or problem-solving) quesof ALP Scholar by the College students qualified for the AP tions.
Board in recognition of their excep- Scholar with Honor Award by earnThe College Board is a national
tional achievement on the college- ing an average grade of at least 3.25 nonprofit membership association
level Advanced Placement Program on all AP Exams taken, and grades whose mission is to prepare,
(ALP) Exams.
of 3 or higher on four or more of inspire, and connect students to colThe College Board's Advanced these exams. These students are lege and opportunity. Founded in
Placement Program offers students Audrey Ferguson, D. Philip 1900, the association is composed
the opportunity to take challenging Montgomery. and John Trevathan.
of more than 4,300 schools, colcollege-level courses while still in
Five students qualified for the leges, universities, and other educahigh school, and to receive college ALP Scholar Award by completing tional organizations. Each year, the
credit, advanced placement. or both three or more ALP Examinations, College Board serves over three
for successful performance on the with grades of 3 or higher. The AP million students and their parents,
ALP Exams. Almost 15 percent of Scholars are Lauren Hines. Abigail 23,000 high schools, and 3,500 colthe more than one million high Kimmel, Elizabeth Leggett, Ti leges through major programs and
school students in more than Robinson, and Kathryn Smith.
services in college admission, guid14,000 secondary schools worldMost of the nation's colleges and ance, assessment, financial aid,
wide who took ALP Exams per- universities award credit, advanced enrollment, and teaching and learnformed at a sufficiently high level placement, or both based on suc- ing. Among its best-known proto merit the recognition of ALP cessful performance on the ALP grams
are
the
SAT, the
Scholar.
Exams. More than 1,400 institu- PSAT/NMSQT, and the Advanced
Students took AP Exams in May tions award a full year's credit ,Placement Program (ALP). The
2003 after completing challenging (sophomore standing) to students College Board is committed to the
college-level courses at - their high presenting a sufficient number of principles of equity and excellence,
schools. The College Board recog- qualifying grades. Thirty-four ALP and that commitment is embodied
nizes several levels of achievement Exams are offered in a wide variety in all of its programs, services,
based on the number of vear-long of subject areas, each consisting of activities, and concerns.

Teachers try to keep students' attention
BOV,LING GREEN, Ky.(AP) -- Sometimes, it can
he difficult to get students to listen.
Teachers say that after the kids in their classes are bombarded with attention-grabbing images on television.
movies and video games, a dry lecture just doesn't cut it.
-Today. students are harder to motivate and they want
to be entertained." said Doug Jenkins, a physics teacher at
Warren Central High School.
That's why Jenkins and other teachers say they use
flashy demonstrations and fun activities to get -their points

across. It's like show and tell.
if I can't show it, then its hard to get them interested
in it," Jenkins said. "You can't do that with every single
thing, but there are many ways to get them to take notice."
At the conclusion of Christal Raley's lesson on
Geoffrey Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales," her class got to
have a feast in the teachers' lounge. She divided her senior Honors AP English class into committees that would
handle decorating, seating and food. Everything had to
resemble an authentic meal from Chaucer's stories.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

With list in hand, North Calloway Elementary School student Rachel Niles takes a long look
at the available merchandise during the school's Book Fair last week.
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Student enrollment to grow much more slowly
WASHINGTON (AP) — School enrollment,
which soared during the 1990s, will grow at a
much slower pace during the next 10 years and
even decline in the Northeast, an Education
Department estimate shows.
Enrollment in private and public schools
grew to a record 54 million students from the
late 1980s through 2001, increasing 19 percent.
But through 2013, enrollment is 'expected to
grow at just 5 percent, upping the total to 56.4
million.
The projections for public schools vary by
region, with big gains in the West, little change
in the Midwest, a small increase in the South and
a drop in the Northeast.
The estimates, released annually by the
National Center for Education Statistics, are
aimed at helping state and local policy-makers in
hiring, construction and budgeting. The center,
an arm of the Education Department, makes projections on college degrees, school spending and
other measures based on demographic treiuts.
With the children of baby boomers moving
through and out of schools, it's no surprise that

the student population is growing more slowly,
said Mark Mather, policy analyst for the
Population Reference Bureau, which assesses
population trends and their implications.
"I think you'd expect that to continue to trickle off as we have baby boomers now going into
retirement ages," Mather said. "There's really a
major shift going on in the age structure of the
U.S. population."
Women today are having fewer children than
they -were a few decades ago, but the rate- of
births per woman remains relatively high for a
developed country, which will help keep school
enrollment growing, Mather said.
Other key factors for the schools are immigration and migration within the country, particularly among Hispanics. The Hispanic population increased almost 9 percent in the two years
ending July 2002, the Census Bureau said, a
growth rate four times that of the U.S. population and about 14 times that of non-Hispanic
whites.
The projected decline in the Northeast
reflects a broader population shift out of the
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region, as people move for better jobs, smaller
crowds, cheaper housing and warmer climate.
The public school population in the Northeast
is projected to drop 1.8 percent through 2013,
while enrollment in the West is expected to
increase 13.2 percent during that time, with
notable growth in Alaska, California, Hawaii
and New Mexico, the report said.
Among other estimates:
=—ay 2013,enrollment in colleges and other
degree-granting-schools is expected to grow 19
percent to 18.2 million people.
—The number of annual high school graduates is projected to increase 11 percent between
2001 and 2013, up to a yearly total of 3.2 million
students.
—The number of teachers is projected to
increase 5 percent through 2013, reaching a total
of 3.6 million. The growth rate had been 27 percent from 1988 to 2001.
—Spending on students in kindergarten
through grade 12 is expected to reach $9,400 per
child in 2013. That's up from $7,500 in 2001.
based on inflation-adjusted numbers.
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Some workers hoping to stay on after holidays

.
--.............

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — consultant with Kurt Salmon permanent hires is Sarah Calfee, for workers as the job market heats
Just in time for the holidays, Associates. "Consumer confidence retail manager for a Harley- up.
Cracker Barrel provides 20 perCarlita Cane got a cashier's job at is up. People just have greater con- Davidson store in Franklin, who
a Cracker Barrel restaurant and fidence in the economy and more said she placed an ad in the local cent off sales to new employees
paper and was looking for holiday and as much as 35 percent to expestore. She is hoping to keep it after dollars in their pockets."
might_stay on after The rienced workers. Plus, they can get
hires_vdto
market
labor
the
Christmas — and Cracker Barrel __Rut as,
two $50 gift certificates each year
improves, competition for workers season.
would also like her to stay.
"People of all walks of life are and there are three days of
With the economy improving, will increase and stores wiH probmany U.S. retailers are doing more ably find it harder to hold on to coming in here wanting jobs. "employee appreciation': each
—Mothers—vanting—exur cash; Decemht-rThivhtir'My receive an
—
than taking on extra help Mr tlIt- -employees.
restaurant workers who work at additional 10 percent off purchaspeople
took
jobs
in
"A
lot
of
holidays. They are hoping to keep
retail because nothing else was night, all kinds of people," she es.
the new hires afterward.
New employee Cane, 18, said
"We are staffing up. We want available. Those people will be said.
While some holiday workers she plans to use her discounts to
enough people in the stores to rotating out as new jobs are
make shopping a good experi- offered, so many retailers will be are taking second jobs to make buy Christmas gifts. And she does
ence," Cracker Barrel spokes- getting a little more aggressive in ends meet or get some extra cash, not plan to leave after the holidays..
"I'm looking at this for the long
hiring," said Burt P. Flickinger III others do it for the discounts
woman Julie Davis said.
Across much of the nation, hol- of Strategic Resource Group in offered by their employers. Those term. I like working down here,discounts will help stores compete she said.
iday business is expected to be New York.
additionMany
stores
are
hiring
2002,
with
stronger than it was in
WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
analysts predicting an average al employees as usual for the
sales increase of4 percent to 5 per- Christmas season but do not plan
For All Your Insurance Needs
to keep them on the payroll after
cent over last year.
Part of the reason for the the holidays.
Electronics are expected to do
expected rise is that last year's
provides coverage for:
West Coast dockworkers strike particularly well during the holi•
Life
Insurance
• Farmers.
hurt sales by cutting off the flow of days, so Circuit City recently took
• Automobiles
• Health (Group & individual
spokesman
merchandise to stores. But in gen- on 12,060 workers,
• Homeowners
• Workers Compensation
eral, sales are going up this year Steve Mullen said. Still, most of
• Commercial
• Medicare Supplements
because people are spending MOW-_Ah.c_new hires will work only
• Bonds
• Long-Thrm Care
"The economy has gotten much through Dec. 31.
• Motorcycles
Among employers looking for
better," said Karl Bjornson, a retail
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751
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00*
1
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1
$1 4

Your Price

i

Rebate = 5500

2003 Toyota Tacoma
Stock #1T3542
t
t•
..0.

-

r1
t

-..- ... orri r•

--,

-

,

The Murray Insurance Agency

a•Ie srAR

Your Price
Rebate = $750

2003 Toyota Tundra
Access Cab

MtJRRAY

thanksgiving

Stock #TT3061

SR5
Package

weekendS

29

8
Engine

utr'at c

*
00
898
$24

2003 Toyota RAV4
Stork nTT3507
. ,
i- '-

,

Regular and Sale Prices

•I

final

79988

Apex DVD player, after $5 savings & $5 mail-in
rebate** Plays DVD, CD, CD-R, CD-RW, MP3, WMA,
-Offer good Nov 28 only. See store for details In CT rebate given at register.

..
P 4

L.

•

I I.
I
•

-

Your Price

$

1 8 887oo*
1

closeout

Kenmore 25.4-cu. ft. refrigerator, save $150
Water filtration, spill-proof shelves. #53542
Was 949.99 While quantities last.

KODAK® picture CDs. #57123. Reg. 39.99, sale 34.99

2003 Toyota 4Runner
Stock 01-1-3491

Free delivery with mail-in rebate on home appliances over S399

50

Mats

Consumer Rebate = $I 500

everything
7 am -Noon

gist

Thru Dec. 31. See store for
details.

flour

M
,,

.
'

Your Price

% off
plus 0% financing until June
2004 on appliances over $399,
TVs over $499, camcorders over
$299 when you use your Sears
card*

$20 mail-in rebate
when you buy any
gas grill & tank

4.-------

4,10715

by
Opal Hart

Saturday, Nov. 29 Only!

until January 2005 on appliances over
$399, TVs over $499, camcorders over
$299 when you use your Sears card

411111M—>mli.,
-

:; •;
Owned &
Operated

912 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air Center•(270)753-2310

extra

Bedliner

Tow
Package

Good life. Great price.

Friday, Nov, 28 Only!
0% Financing

95800*

$1 1

,

:-tivk

—

288

closeout

Whirlpoor Super Capacity
washer, save $31 3.0-cu. ft.
5 cycles #31452
(Mfr. #LSR5102L0). Was 319.99

*r A

_
Frigidaire 18.2-cu. ft. refrigerator,
save $30 Glass adjustable slideout shelves Deli drawer.
#87802 Reg. 429.99

SR5
Package

•
,
..

.

.

0/0

off

Fiesta gas grill with side burner
No-tools easy assembly. 35,000-BTU main burner. #16503. Reg.
199.99, sale 99.99 Tank sold separately. Utensils not included. Gas grills
require some assembly

Take 50%40% Off selected Items
6E11 a.m., Friday Only
*See Store For Details On Financing.
Some Exclusions May Apply.

26999

sale

Kenmore electric range, save
$o Monochromatic styling, window, oven light. #91112.

Reg. 329.99

699?our choice
a. Frigidaire 7.2-cu. ft. chest
freezer, save $30 #13702.
Reg. 199.99
b. Kenmore 5.0-cu. ft. upright
freezer, save $30
024501 Reg. 199.99

OPENING AT 7 A.M.!
Specials 7 a.melloon, Saturday Only

Your Price

00*
320
$28
1

'Disclaimer: All prices are afte,
All prices are tax, title and hcense atiu •

i-;1 consumer rehltes
.-Ied in sal(

PEPPERS TOYOTA
2420 E. Wood St. (Lake Hwy.)
Paris, TN
(731) 642-3900

1-800-325-3229
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Listings published dail
Electnc
A-chaft., 8-Murrey
0-Galaxy

TUESDAY EVENING
A BCD 7:00

C Mectocom

wKR14-ABC 2 2

6 Rules

Im With

Jim

VISLABC 3 3 3
IWSIN-NBC 4 4

8 Rules

lm With

Jim

1111TVF-C115 5 5

9

KBSI-Fox

IVOTV-UMI 10

News X

Law & Order

News

Judging Amy ili,I

News

Law & Order',News X

Shama Twain Up!
News
Less Than NYPD Blue .4' _4
Jim
Independent Lens A News
8
Nova .4 'In Stereo) X Kiwitarearo
70s Show Will-Grace &mesons
24 (NI, ..In Stereo.. x
9 2 3 Idol Chnstmas
Blind Date
To Be Announced
17 11 30 One
All of Us Rock Me Half
News Y
12 12 12 POW NCIS In Stereo) Guardian In Stereo Judging Amy:Ni X

t/PSCI-NBC 6 6 6 6 Outer Eye-Guy
7 II Rules lm With
WBBJ-ADC 7 7
WriPTAIS 6

News

Less Than NYPD Blue ilv( 1
Less Than NYPD Blue iN)I

Shama Twain Up!
Queer Eye-Guy
Navy NCIS ,In Stereo Guardian ,in Stereo

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 , 12:00

9:30

9:00

8:30

8:00

7:30

Singer Glen Campbell taken into
police custody after vehicle accident

NOV. 25, 2003
12:30
Fnends k Friends I Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Nightline Seinteld Seinteio Jimmy Kimmel Live
Late Night In Stereo, Last CaU
Tonight Show ,Ni X .--Late Show i in Stereo lEntertain Late Late Show (N)X
Tonight Show(N) X !Late Night :in Stereo? Last Call
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seirdeld MollyNova ,In Stereo) X
Prange-Pearl
Served
Becker .ti Paid Prog. Drew
Paid Prot Paid Prog.
Harvey

Frasier ix. King
5th Wheel Harvey
Late Show 1- Stereo

Friends X Late Late Show (N) X
Elimidate Street Show
Osbourne
Will-Grace
Becketx
News ;In Stereo,1
16 3$ 9 ,10 Movie: ** Korboxer •(1989 Adventure)
WGN
Inspirtionl
Inspirtionl
Inspirtionl
Jacobs
Dukes
TInspirtionl Missions
17 83 28
Brkthrgh Methodist Your Day Life Today Today
INSP
Dead
the
of
Secrets
Empires
Lost
Life
Ky
::
News
Bestsellers
WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Bookclub at KET 11 James Still's
Rule
Road
Prog.
Ripley
Paid
S.
Extra
Roseanne
Roseanne
'Judy
Judy
Movie: ** 'Never Been Kissed' (1999j1
WDKA-WB 22 16 10
Live
NFL
ITSportsCenter
ii-iVe)
Outside
A
,Lwei
24 29 26 8 College Basketball X College Basketball Michigan State a'. Kansas SportsCenter
ESPN
Fastbreak
Streetball
Streetball
Fastbreak
Semitina
College Basketball: Mau. i-v.la• onal
College Football: N Texas at N M SI
ESPN2 25 30 25
Viva Bam Wild Boyz Bad Trip Video Clash
Rich Girls-Rich Girls Real Wrld Real Wrld Rich Girls Punk'd
26 49 27 24 Punli'd
MN
-Files -00i1e1te X X-Files "Revelations"
Charmed In Stereo) Angel 'I- Stereo: .:(
Law & Order t(:
TNT
2$ 27 39 14 Law & Order x
Sexchange X
'X
Legends
Weddings
:Urban
Wild
Sexchange X
Urban Legends
29 41 41
Wild Weddings X
TLC
I
Any Day
Mad
I
Nanny
Nanny
IS.
Wild Card "Hell Week' Golden ;Golden
Wild Card X
30 52 31 31 Wild Card I
LIFE
Nash
Dead Zone X
iLaw 8 Order
Movie: ittlq "For Richer or Poorer")1997'i Te Al en
32 51 49 5 Law & Order
USA
Resurrection-R'
"Ahen
Club
Hunt
Movie: *rill "Aben Resurrection"(1997)'R'I Movie: *** "The Crucible 1996) Daniel Day-Lewis.
34 SS 29
AMC
Cold Case Files I
Biography
Third Watch I
Cold Case Files I
Biography
27
44
35
35
A&E
Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
GrowGrow36 53 36 2 Movie: iii* 'The Night of the Touters"(1996) Whose? ;Whose? 700 Club (N) X
FOJA
Cheers
3's Co.
Cosby
Roseanne Roseanne Cosby
Cosby
37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Sabrina Full Nse. Full Hse. Cosby
NICK
Decorat- Sensible Design
Outer
Design
Designers Designers Design
Outer
Decorat Sensible Design
43 36 le
HGTV
Mind Date Blind Date Blind Date ReatTY '
Mo ice Schmo Show Stripper Gary
• Star Trek Gen.
44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen.
SPIKE
Adventure"
52 26 21 13 "Austin Powers International Man oA Mystery • Movie: ** Little Noy. (2000, Comedy)I Movie: *** 'Bill & Ted s Excellent
WTBS
Gender
Reign
0
Big
lnuyasha
Family
Futurama
Samurai
Jackie
Pokemon
CodenIDexter
Powerputf
65 32 50
TOON
KFVS-CBS 12

TX

Mugshots

Forensic

Forensic

COURT

66 61

System

BET

67 39

Porkers I Parkers X Coming to the Stage Comicview
Morning After: 40 Greatest Drinking Son9,
Crossroads
Movie: iiitz "FeardoCom"(2002, Honor)'R. IS. Real Sport INi _

70 34

CMTV

HBO — 650 71 51
SHOW

715 72 54
76) 73 52

DIV.

-78 31 57

MAX

FLIX

705

HBO2

62

A BCD 5:00
News

WSIL-ABC 3 3 3

News

WRIV-NBC 4 4
V/TVF-CBS 5 5

WNPT-PBS 8 8

5:30
News

News

News
News

News

9 9 2 3 (4.00) Movie

17 83 26

Truth

WKIALI-PBS 21 21 5 11 Yoga
WDKA-W8 22 16 10

Coin

Zola

Lions

Arthur

Paid

Paid

Sher-

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Scudder BelievTruths

9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30

Regis and Kelly

The View X

Pyramid Pyramid

Living It Up

The View I

Pyramid Pyramid

Living It Up

Ellen Show

Montel Williams X Price Is Right X
Martha Stewart

Good Morning America IS.

CaiHou

Shephrd Chapl

ESPN2

'Early Show IS.

9:00

Today (In Stereo)I

Good Morning

BodyE- Arthur

24 29 26 8 SportsCenter X
25 30 25
Wildlife K9

ESPN

7:30

News

KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Brealcfas Show
16 38 9 10 Children Life

8:30

8:00

Good Morning America I
INews I Good Morning America X
Today [In Sterec... I

Berens- BodyE- Mr

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 (Off Air)

7:00

6:30

News X News X
AgDay

NOV. 26,2003

A-Charter B-Murrey Electric
C-Nediacom D-Galaxy

6:00

News

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 AgDay
7 News
WBBJ-ABC 7 7

INSP

Comicview

Morning After: 40 Greatest Drinking Songs
Movie: *** ',Joy Rice"(2001) *FT 'Real Sex

Crossroads

2 "Romeo and Jullet"(1968) Leonard Whiting. Movie: **** 'The Crying Game"(1992)'R' Movie: ** "Split Decisions"(1988)
/
Movie: ***1
IMovie: **1 ; -White Oieander(2002)'PG-13' 1"Final V"
Sex & City ISex & City!Movie: "Not Another Teen Mow Actual Autopsy

WKRN-ABC 2 2

WGN

Forensic

Carnivale (In Stereo)
(2001, Drama)'Ft Best Sex Movie: ***(t "Auto Focus"(2002)
Day"
'Training
iiiiiii,
Movie:
'R'
(2002)
2 "Murder by Numbers'
/
Movie: **1
*Scissors'
**1 7 "Color of Nrgef(1994)Bruce Wilts 11' -11
Movie:
(2001)
Mandick1
Corellis
Movie:** "Captain
(6.15) Movie
ecess-K
•
.
W.
Boy
Sister
Even
Proud
Kim
World
Boy
.
'Sister
I
Movie: ** A: 7-irsl Kir(1996).Sinbad.'PG

WEDNESDAY MORNING

KBS1-Fox

Forensic

NYPD Blue ,,In Stereo' System
Midnight Love
Music
News

Jewish

Couch

Hatcheft Hatcheft Judge Mathis I
Feud
Feud
Paid

Early Show (In Stereo)I
HillbilJacobs Hagee

Clifford Dragon Caillou Skills
Paid
Sabrina Myster- Paid

SportsCenter X

SportsCenter I.

Regis and Kelly The View K
Sesame Street IT_ Reading Cyber-

Paid

Justice Hillbillnspir-

Tile-

Regis and Kelly
Hap ...- Matlock X
Life
Your
Life
Math

Zoboo

Arm-

Belly-

SportsCenter li:

Y&R

News 5(
Divorce News
Instructional

People's Court X Divorce Justice
To Be Announced Good Day Live(N)
Price Is RiVil X Young-Restless
Heat of Night

Rockford Files

Family lInspir-

Feed

.

Jacobs

Jay Jay
Barney Sesame Street X Mr
Jerry Spnnger X
Living Hugh- F d

SportsCenter or

Cold Pizza ff

Cold Pizza (Live)I

News

SportsCenter I

SportsCenter X:

2002-Poker

2002-Poker

$2 Bill (In Stereo; Raiders IBoiling Campus 'CrashER "Hit and Run- ER (In Stereo)I Judging Amy I

MTV

26 49 27 24 MTV Video Wake-Up ;In Stereo)

TNT

28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing

TLC

FAM

Dating Dating Mak- 'MakWedWedBaby
Baby
I Do Diaries
Mad
Mad
Nanny
Golden
Nanny
Golden
DesignPaid
Fit Lite Workout SudAction) IJAG X
(1999.
"BitterSweet2
*
Movie:
Poison
'(1991)
Movie:
-Swee
Martin
**'2
Network
49
51
32
5 (4:00) Bloomberg Information
'PG'
Eagfes"(1986)
"Legal
**'2
Movie:
•13'
(1996)
Night"
'Big
!Movie:
I
(1991)
Bear
2
'
he
Movie:**
"Jack
34 58 29
(4.00) Movie: "Pleasure-Co.
Confidential
City
.
Murder-Wrote
Murder-Wrote
I
(1987)
II"
Cop
Hilis
'Beverly
Movie:
Impressionists
35 35 44 27 Paid
Paid
WonWonHome Videos
Rangers Rangers Hang- Living 700 Club Jsi 31
Digimon BeyFeed
36 53 36 2 Life

NICK

37 22 24 4 News

Thorn-

Oddpar- Rocket

Rugrats Sponge Max

HGTV

43 36 18

Paid

Marthas Solu-

11Pical

LIFE
USA
AMC
A&E

SPIKE
WTBS
TOON

29 41 41

Bus

Lost World X

iBrum X Save

Hi-5 X.

Pretender I
Animal

Charmed IS.

Bus

30 52, 31 31' Paid

Paid

44 33 30 23 Paid
52 26 21 13 Mama
65 32 50

Zoids

Paid
Mama

Paid

Paid

Saved- Saved-

He-Man Poke-

Yu Gi
Paid

Paid

Quilts
Paid

Duvall

Rubba- Dora

Blues-

Decorat- Home

Treas-

Baywatch I

Miami Vice X

Blues-

Blues-

Room

Duvall

Country Small

The A-Team

Real TV Real TV

Dawson's Creek

Saved- Saved-

Dawson's Creek
Movie: *c':"Mu •iplicity"(1996)I
Ed, Edd Dexter Hamtaro Looney Looney Scooby Scooby Scooby-Doo
Paid

Paid

Blues-

Dora

Open Court

Trial Heat

BET Start

BET

66 61

Paid

BET

67 39

Morning Inspiration With Brother Gerard

GMT'

70 34

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

150 71 51

MAX

765 72 54

SHOW
DISN

1%73 52
,
78 31 57

Movie: "The Bike Squad"' Movie: cc -I Spy'(2002)I Making Movie: cii, "Roommates"(1995)'PG'I
Movie Movie: "G I. Blues'.(1960)I Movie: *If* "Tombstone"(1993) Kurt Russell 'A' Movie: cc'? -Dont Say a Word"(2001)
-Tiger Claws Ill: Conflict"
Movie: cc'? "Fast Break"(1979)'PG' Movie: **** "Hair (1979)'PG'
(400) Movie
Wiggles JoJo
Out-Box -PBJ
Rolie
Wiggles Stanley Rohe
Stanley Wiggles JoJo
JoJo
Bear
Pooh

FLIX

705

8802

652

Paid

WSILABC

3!3 3

WSIIV-NBC 4 4
V/TVF-CBS 5 5

1:30

VINPT-PBS 8 8
KBSI-Fox

INSP

News
Y&R

News

Passions .X

Talk of the Town

Bold

7 All My Children X One Life to Live Ir. General Hospital
ILibertys Shrinks Zoboo
Paid
Paid
700 Club N :(:)

Instruc- Virtues Lions
Brown

16 38 9 10 News (In Stereo)
17 8328 • Life

WKIftl-PBS 21 21 5 11 Tile24 29 26 8 NFL

ESPN2

2$ 31) 25

Heat of Night

Fellow- Hickey lInspirLions

Ricki Lake :N.. X

ESPN

INFL

TLC

29 41 41

USA
AMC •
A&E
FAM

Paid

Paid

Guiding Light :tr,
Street
Inspir-

Hap
Mass

News

News

'

Ellen Show

Rich

-Fight

NYPD Blue X

35 35 44 II
27 American Justice Movie: 'Beverly Hills Cop II"(1987) -.ft
So Little Valley
36 53 36 2 GroStep
Step
Gm37 22 24

HGTV

43 36 1$

5:30
ABC

Montel Williams X News .cl: ABC
NBC
Oprah Winfrey X News
News

CBS

Edition

Dr. Phil

Jeop-

Million- News _4. NBC

Maury lN X

Oprah Winfrey X. News

Dragon Sagwa

Barney

Parkers Spin

Dharma King-Hill Horn-

Clifford Arthur

ABC

Cosby

Cosby

FreshPr FreshPr Horn-

Will

Chang-- Hagee

Bed Bug Discov- Live Wire

Reading Clifford Dragon Math

6:00
News
News

Busi-

Scooby Jackie

-Tour

Poke-

Fortune

Murder-Wrote

5th
NMI

Becker

Murder-Wrote
Switch.- Knock

News-Lehrer

Charmed 111'

Law & Order X

Clean Sweep

Police, Camera

City Confidential

TOON

65 32 50

COURT

66 61

BET

67 39 _

BET Now

CMTV

70 34

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

VI , 71 51

'Hot Shots' Par/ Deux (1993) Move: c**'; Awakenings"( 990) X I** "A Walk to Remember'I Movie: cc "I Spy"(2002)'PG-13' X
(11)30) Movie: -Femme Ftt" Movie: 'What About Bob? N.. Movie: *It "Cruel and Unusual '(2001) Movie: *** "Private Parts"(1997)'R'
Movie: -The Man Who VVasn't There"I Movie: *re "Stakeout"(1987)'R'I
(1145) Movie: "Five Dead ' 'Master Guillotine'
Sister LizzieProud Sister Even
Lilo ifttrcess 'Kim
Recess
House House
Stanley !Robe _Pooh

765 72 54
711 73 52

D1SN

31 51
.
71

FLIX

715

041302

652

Ike Sao
se Ceieetweiee

MIN

I=

MN

IMO

MIN

MN

MINI

MI

=M

NM

NMI

MAKE SURE YOUR CAR'S ANTIFREEZE
IS SET FOR THE WINTER!
OFFER INCLUDES:
•TESTING COOLANT .CHECKING RADIATOR
<NECKING THERMOSTAT OPERATION
(Offer Good With This Coupon Thru 11/29/03)

CALL 753-53'15 FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT

106 & Park: Top 10 Live 'Access
Contro-

(11.00) Movie: "Another Man' "Queen of Blood- Movie: a*** 'hamlet-(1948. Drama)Laurence Olmer 'NR' "Dr. Goldloof
Movie: it* The Assignment";1997)'R' Movie: cc "Cheats-(2002) Movie: *** 'The Freshman-(1990)I
(11 30) Movie: 'Death

IS NOW OFFERING A

Att
114,1'

FREE WINTERIZATION CHECK

American Justice

44 33 30

Rap City: Tha Bassment

MIN

INN

Family

52 26 21

Battlegrounds

MIN

Is

Golden Golden Intimate Portrait
JAG -The Return'
Texas Ranger
Movie: **El "Mr Mom (4983) -PG I
Family

$ 20
2(1

BRANDON AUTO WORLD

horn-

Fellow- Cerullo

7th Heaven ff
4
- Oder- Oddpar- Oddpar- Oddest- Oddpar- Oddest:- Oddpar- Oddpar- Oddpar- Oddpar- Oddpar- Oddper.
ExtrmH- House
Kitchen Room Design Design- Design Sensible Homes If Walls House Curb
Decorat- Bed
Real TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Cheers Cheers
Highlander S.
Star Trek Gen.
23 7 Days In Stereo) Star Trek Gen.
Seinfeld Seinfeld Friends
HornHornDrew
13 Nom- Cosby Cosby FreshPr FreshPr Harvey Harvey Drew
Totally Gundam Justice Trans- Dragon Totally Ed, Edd
Power- Ed, Edd Ed, Edd Grim
Tom & Jerry
Cops X CopsI
Profiler I
Closing Arguments
Both Sides
7th Heaven If

S 20
$ 20

News I_ Ray-

Yil Gi

Angel -Belonging

LONG
DISTANCE
$ 20
$ 20
$ 20

in complying roch ohltgahonS and charges imposed by Slate
$36 acoovaienn tee applees Gongular also Imposes the lolloveing charges a Flegulatory Cog Recovery Fee of up to $I 25 to hely defray els costs extend
Recovery Fee is not a tax or required charge L mend Ime offer Other condemns
and Federal telecom ragulatmon a gross receipts surcharge and Slate and Federal Urwrersal Service charges The Regulafory Cost
promokons No early ferrnmaivin feed service cancelied widow 15 days Cl
and restrichons apply See contract and rate plan brochure for delads Pewees cm& appmnal Cannot be conshoned we. other sennce
Ntghts and Weekends Noghl SOU, are 9 pot to 7 net Monday • Fnday and
purchase Mar./iv early terrnsnal.n tee of $240 prorated Over the length of the service agmetnenl Usage rounded to next full rnevIte
customer changes plans In a non-Rollove, plan Rolled one, mollies
weekend hours are 9 per on Frorlay to 7 am Monday Unused anytme towhees expee ill alter twelve rnorans t21 wornediatery opon default or If
and Mob*" to Mohan Minutes do OM r.101011,Ver Domestec caNs only
Weekend
ft
Night
cycle
bolting
month's
lent
the
after
until
rolloever
not
wig
Mendes
are not recleemablefor cash or credol and are not transferable
Antorne charges apply Colgolat Wireless and the graphs' icon are Service' Marks of Gongola, Weaves% LLC In) 2003 Gongola,Wireless LLC

MTV Special 'In Stereo)

Judging Amy I

NIGHTS/WK ADDITIONAL
MINUTES
MINUTES
$0 45
5.000
$0 45
5,000
So 39
5.000
$0.30
5.000
10.39
5,000
SO 35
5.000
S()
5.000

'INCLUDES ROLLOVER MINUTES

News X Fortune

Blind

HOME 500
HOME 800
HOME 12(X)
'
*HOME 171)0
HOME 2500
'HOME 3500
'HOME 5000

ANYTIME
MINUTES
500
800
200
1.700
2.500
3,500
5,000

Auttvocred Aged

WTBS

MAX

cingular

News
News

MONTHLY
COST
529.99
539 99
$49 99
$69.99
$99 99
$1 49.99
$19999

PLAN NAME

frts you best'

SPIKE

SHOW

CINGULAR HOME GSM PLANS

6:30

News 'X Enter-

-r

WIRELESS

Fortune

Zoom _X News-Lehrer
King-Hill Simpkis

Road
John Walsh Show Cross- Cross- Road
CBS
X
News
I
Vinfrey
Oprah
Wayne Brady

Trading Spaces I= While You
Baby !Baby
Wed- 1WedIProSec
Strong Medicine
30 52 31 31 Movie: **a 'Mars Cooking? . 12000) Any Day Now X Division I
3231. 49 S ,JAG.X. -Texas Ranger
Movie: *'i "For Richer or Pogre(i1997. Comedy) Texas Ranger
34 56 29
Movie Movie: *** ' Saturday Night Fever'(1977)'PG (Movie: c*'': 'The Cuttrng Edge"(1992)

sMCK

5:00
News

LG 4010
$9.99

cingular

FREE AFTER $50 MAIL-IN REBATE
2-yr agreement required

Cops 31: Cops X Dharma !Griffith
Horn
Interrupt SportsCenter X NBA Basketball I
INFL's Greatest Game IT
NFL's Greatest Game x
Basketball
College Basketball Mau, Invitational INFL
NBA
College Basketball Maui Invitational

Osbourne Show

TNT
LIFE

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

News

Berens- Shrinks Zoom x Libertys Cyber-

SportsCenter X
26 49 27 24 News
TRL Uncensored II Rich
28 27 39 14 Law & Order I iNYPD Blue 1/..

MTV

Days of Our Lives Dr. Phil
As World Turns

Guiding Light -:(
Edition IHolly-

4:30

3:30 _ 4:00
Judy

Maury (N X

9 9 2 3 Brown

WDKA-W8 22 16 10

3:00

All My Children I One Life to Live X General.Hospital

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 Wethe- Wethe- Enter- !Main
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 News :-1-. Bold
As World Turns
WGN

2:30

Judy

'IPSO-NBC 6 6 6 6 Days of Our Lives Passions X
WBBJ-ABC 7 7

2:00

506 N 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7567

NOKIA 3595
$49.99

NOV 26,2003

All My Children A. One Life to Live I General Hospital

The long-awaited rule change, which some called
"wireless emancipation," set off a marketing blitz by
cell phone_companies. fearful elf !eking their customers
and eager to snare new ones from rivals.
"The companies were smart. They started making
deals two months ago and'calledthem holiday deals, so
it looks like nothing has happened," said Morgan
Narayanan, a salesman at Bytes-To-Go, a Dallas mall
kiosk that brought in two extra workers for Monday's
switch.
The day was rife with publicity stunts by mobile
phone companies determined to put the best spin on
how they were faring with possibly the biggest change
to hit the cellular industry.
Cingular issued a statement announcing "one of the
first" conquests.of a rival's customer: five-time world
boxing champion Felix "Tito" Trinidad, whose request
to switch was processed just after midnight in Puerto
Rico.
Some experts cautioned that switchers shouldn't
expect the hancloff of phone numbers to take less than
three houirs,. as mandated by .the Federal
Communications Commission.
John Hammond,an electrical engineer in Dallas, said
he'll wait a few months until the bugs are worked out.
"It would be stupid to do it now," he said. "They had
this thrust on them and weren't ready for it."
Cellular carriers were fighting as recently as
September to block or delay the new FCC rules, leery of
new price wars in an already fiercely competitive market. The change covers the nation's 100 largest markets,
and rural cellular providers are still seeking to stop the
change.

Murray Telephone & Electronics

Movie: "Heaven Can Watt"I Movie: cc "Me and the Kid"(1993)'PG "Another Man"
"Dr Gokifoot(425)Movie
. Looney "Death"
Movie Movie: 'Troian War"(1997) !Movie: *** "The Cars Meow"(2001) Movie: *** 'Tin Cup"(1996)'R'I

A BCD 12:00 _ 12:30 1:00

MARK HUMPHREY File/AP Photo

Glen Campbell performs in
Nashville, Tenn. on Aug. 29,
2003. Campbell was taken
in
into custody Monday,
Phoenix on suspicion of
drunken driving after he left
the scene of a minor vehicle
accident, police said.

CINGULAR WIRELESS ROLLOVERsm MINUTES

Movie: "Angels in The Attic"

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
WORN-ABC 2 2

NEW YORK (AP) — Phone companies reported
brisk business Monday as cell phone users took advantage of new federal rul‘s eriabling them to change
providers without switching their numbers.
Verizon Wireless, the nation's biggest mobile carrier,
reported more than twice the usual trek in its stores,
while No. 2 Cingular Wireless said portions of its Web
site were down for about two hours as the company
added capacity to handle heavier-than-normal visits.
Industry sources, however, said probably fewer than
100,000 customers requested the switch, well shy of
forecasts that perhaps millions of cell phone users might
try to switch on Monday. Anecdotal reports indicated
that many people were waiting to make sure the process
runs smoothly and they are not left without service due
to unexpected glitches.
Rosemary Stuessy, a 34-year-old Dallas resident,
wasn't among those willing to wait. Tired of dropped
calls on her cell phone, she switched from Sprint to
Cingular.
"I've been shopping around for several plans for several weeks — I want the best deal," she said.
And Howard Markowitz, a cell phone user since
1985 who has had the same wireless number for about
12 years, was planning to change providers as soon as
Monday evening because he cannot get reception inside
his plumbing company in the Bronx with his current
carrier, AT&T Wireless.
"I have to walk out in the street to use my phone,"
said Markowitz, who still has his very first cell phone, a
giant-sized handset made by NEC that cost him about
$2,000. "I check my voice mail two or three times day
from a landline phone to get my cell phone messages."

"Take Me Home: John Denver Story"

A-Charter B-Murray Electric
C-Mediacom D-Gataxy

guitar with the likes of Dean Martin,
the Mamas and the Papas and the
Beach Boys. His biggest song was
"Rhinestone Cowboy."
Although Commissioner Steve
Kupiszewski didn't require the
singer — who has lived in Arizona
for 22 years and has no prior convictions — to post bond on the
assault accusation, Kupiszewski
placed Campbell under supervised
release.
That could require Campbell to
undergo alcohol and drug testing.
Moments before his appearance
in front of Kupiszewski, Campbell
an
Arizona
wearing
Diamondbacks polo shirt, shorts and
tennis shoes — seemed relaxed.
"There's a first time for everything," Campbell told his lawyer,
_
Larry Debus.
colinvolved
the
in
car
The other
lision was driven by Charles Root,
31, a waiter. Root said police took
him to a house where he identified a
man standing in a yard as the person
who hit him. Later, he was told it
- was the-s'inger.

Cellular companies report brisk business
for 'keep your cell number'change day

Tom

COURT

Paid

PHOENIX (AP) — Country
singer Glen Campbell was released
from jail early Tuesday after being
arrested on suspicion of drunken
driving, hit and run, and aggravated
assault on a police officer.
Although not formally charged.
Campbell posted $2,000 bond in
city court in connection with the
drunken driving and hit-and-rim
accusations levied against him.
Phoenix police Sgt. Randy Force
said authorities took the 67-year-old
into custody Monday at his home
after a two-car collision at a Phoenix
intersection.
No one was hurt, but afterward
Campbell's BMW continued on.
A witness followed the car,
called police on a cell phone and
directed them to a home in the
Biltmore area, Force said.
"Officers contacted the driver of
that BMW who was Glen
Campbell," he said. "Based on his appearance and demeanor, (hey
believed he was intoxicated and
took him into custody."
itrthe t960s: Campbell played

:BRANDON
L
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Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927

www.murrayledger.com
Murray Ledger Si Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate ads ertwed- herein is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Al which makes it illegal to ad% ertise any pieterence. Imitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion Net handicap.
familial status or national origin, or intention to make am suc h Fel
LITUt41011,or discrimination.

Advertisers are requested to check the test
.nsertion at their ads for any error Murray
Ledger 8 Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 cm.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.

State laws forbid discrimination in ttw sale, rental or ad% ertising ii
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under fed
eral law
We will know ingls accept ans ads ertismg tor real estate which is in
violation of the law All Persons are hetet.% informed that all
dwellings advertised are as ailable on an equal opportunits basis

Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m.

Thursday

For further assistance with Fair Housing Achertising
requirements, contact klAA Counsel Rent P ktilarn,
1703} t48-100b

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets 6 Supplies
390 Livestock 8 Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

OW Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
130 Appliance Parts
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques
180 Lawn 8 Garden

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.50 Column Inch,60. Discount 2nd Run,
40m. Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run With,' ts

Period

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBSITE ST NO EXTRA CHARGE.
Al)'-.
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per day.
$275 extra for ,
. F1,1 prr I Mon ClassitieCi .
)250 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

060

Happy Birthday
Oh
Lordy
Could
Coach T
Be

40?
Happy Birthday

020
Notice

Notice

1

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Sales/Marketing
A leading importer/manufacturer of lamps.
shades and decorative accessories is seeking
a highly motivated individual to manage the
development of our casual furniture and mirror
program and call on selected national
accounts. Must have a record of sales success
in the home furnishings industry and be willing
to travel extensively in the US as well as overseas. Product development and retail buying
experience a plus.
Competitive salary and benefits.
Forward resume to
tIci(g_hting0 mvpgroupint.com
or fax to (270) 247-7992

THE BULL PEN

New Non-Fiction Books

Steaks and-Spirits

Gift Items and Gift Certificates

Est. 2001
We order new books

519 A S. 12th St.
753-4821

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
-Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate
020

060
Notice

Help Wanted

COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATOR (police dispatching). Full-time, benefits. High school graduate.
two years experience in
emergency operations/telecommunication field or
similar position. Additonal
information at: www.murraystate.edu/indir/hr/jobrpt.
Lost and Found
htm. Salary $9.34 per
FOUND black male dog. hour. Apply at: Human Rewhite chest, bobtail, about sources. Murray State University, 404 Sparks Hall,
lyr old 759-1837
Murray, KY 42071-3312.
reserved
THIS space is
Women/minorities encourthe day might come.
aged to apply. EEO,
Your pet has strayed
M/F/D, AA employer.
can't find its way home.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
$500 Hiring Bonus, TravelAdventure-Fun, paid training, work major cities & resort areas, paid transportation Call Jennifer M-F
8-600 PM 877-462-0220
8 TAX PAYERS needed to
work in local Jackson Hewitt tax offices No experience necessary, will train
Call 247-3289 to learn
more about tax classes offered in your area

NOW HIRING
Experienced Servers and Experienced Grill Cook.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
Monday thru Friday. 2-4 p.m.
060

100
Help Wanted

Business
Opportunity

NOW taking applications
for cooks and fountains
for days and nights.
Must be able to work
weekends. Apply in person at Sonic Drive-In 217
S. 12th St. Murray No
phone calls
NOW taking applications
in our Food Service and
Resident Care departments. Good pay. nice
community, great residents, friendly staff Must
enjoy working with seniors.
Apply at Glendale Place
905 Glendale Road.

Do You Want
A lob?
5 Days A Week
9 am.to 5 p.m
Helping Deliver
Heavy Furniture,
UncartOning - putting
on Showroom Floor all around work

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North
2 miles
Now Taking
Applications
No Phone Calls
Please

COURTESY counter position at the YMCA. Parttime afternoons with potential of full-time Responsibilities include assisting
members, scheduling eve090
ning staff, maintaining curDomestic & C.ItIdeare I
rent program and facility
Applicants
information
must be 18. have basic CLEANING houses is my
computer skills, basic business Call Linda 759of
fitness 9553
knowledge
equipment and must rep- D'S Housecleaning 753resent YMCA principles 3802
and mission Please apply
Will
in person. YMCA, 808 EXPERIENCED.
clean up after new conChestnut St Murray
struction, remodeling, before and after renters,
MURRAY Real Estate
licensing class will be pre- floors, windows etc
sented by American Ca- Valerie 436-5914

reer
Training
School
Starts 530 p m December
Oth meeting nights and
saturdays at Campbell Realty Open to anyone who
wants to get licensed Call
(270) 647-1972 or 759OFFICE work 20-30 hours 8780
per week 759-4118

Articles
For Sale
ELECTRIC Wheelchairsprovided in your area for
Medicare and Medicaid recipients Call 1-800-2254336 now for your free information packet

100
Business
Opportunity
40X40 Shop or storage
building for rent $250 a
month One year lease required. Call 270-489-2525

•

NEED help with a loan o
mortgage? We can help
you good or bad credit accepted Free of charge
Call 647-885-9528
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
USED computer, Celeron
500hz.
128MB
Ram,
1 44MB
FDD,
52X
CDROM, 6 4 Gig HDD,
KB. Mouse, Speakers and
Modem Windows 2000
$195 Add a 17- Monitor
for 60 270-293-5300
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th. Murray
ELECTRIC base board,
heaters, air conditioners,
refrigerators, used carpeting 753-4109

dg Need
Christmas
cash quick?

.
.1 ot
-

We are now
buying scrap gold.
Come On in to

POT 0'GOLD
605 S. 12th St.
Murra

NICE 17 c/f almond refrigerator, mid-size microwave. Both $150.00. 7538545
WHIRLPOOL Washer &
Gas Dryer. $325 OBO
753-7879 or (731) 2473050.
160
Home Furnishings
BASSETT 3 piece Cherry
entertainment
center,
holds 36- TV, retractable
doors, lighted book shelf, 4
years old, gave $2,000.
asking $1,000, negotiable.
(270) 247-8388.
BEDDING, Roll-A-Ways, &
all furniture on sale' Carraway Furniture 105N 3rd St
753-1502
220
Musical
PIANO tuning repair, mov
mg and used piano's
(270 415-0374

1999 Champion 16x80, 3
BR. 2 bath, fireplace,
whirlpool tub, in Coach Estates
Leave message
(270) 293-1044 or after
5orn.
2000 Model Buccaneer
manufactured home. 2
large bedrooms, 2 full
baths, master bath has
garden tub and separate
shower. Large living room
kitchen/dining combination. Fully underpinned.
Excellent condition. Front
porch and large patio back
porch. Located in Coach
Estates, can remain with
lot owner approval of buyer. 753-6660 day or night.
99 Doublewide like new
1 9 acres 1 9 acres Coleman RE 759-4118
RELIANCE Homes, Inc.
We will beat the competitions price on any floor
plan with a superior home
with the same options You
can even draw your own
floor plan Hurry before
the factory price increase
2004. Call 1-866-7679442

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES
Double Wides &
Single Wides

270-437-4608

CHRISTMAS Tree, 9' artificial, 3 years old in original box, very full, paid
$250. asking $125 7530175.
HANDMADE boots. laceup western style size 10D 753-7976

CLEAN 2 BR mobile home
in country, partly furnished References and deposit 759-1837

018
7,4114

eac
NEWLY decorated, very
nice, 2 BR 1 Bath, all appliances, central g/h/a, no
pets 753-2905

NICE 1 BR, 1 bath. C/H/A,
w/d hook-up, 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU
$285 per
month and dep, ref required No pets 759-3050
OBH 753-3949 Daytime.
NICE 2 br, 2 bath, duplex,
garage, no pets 436-6357
or 753-7457
ONE bedroom apartments,
water furnished,, close to
campus, No- pets. Call
753-5980
VERY nice 2 BR 1 1/2
Bath Townhouse, all appliances, central h/a, no
OFFICE Space for rent pets 753-2905
Available Jan 1, near WINTER Rates completely
downtown 404 N 4th St furnished apartment and
Suite D Call 759-3772 mobile home located in
Aurora near Blue's. 559Ask for Joe
8641 yr (731) 642-8109
320

TV Sony Trinitron 26"
wtstand. $1600. Asking
$850 & microwave oven
753-4862
WYNN vehicle air conditioning
machine,
recovery/recharge/recycle
Apartments For Rent
system. $2.500 QB0
Sears two stage two cylinder 80 gallon air compres- 1 Bedroom apartments, all
appliances at the Oaks
sor. $700 OBO. 753-7879
Apartments Coleman RE
OR 731) 247-3050.
759-4118

150
Articles
For Sale

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Due to the Thanksgiving
holiday our classified
deadlines have changed.

NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full
bath mobile home 4 miles
from Murray
FOUR Lots together at
(731)782-3221
Murray Memorial Gardens. NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492Located in front part. Call
8488
(417) 469-3525
NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492LITTLE girls 5pc bedroom
8488
suit. Doll house bed, 4
TREE'S Acreage, 2BR.
drawer chest, dresser with
furnished, very nice 2
mirror. night stand and doll
miles to 4-lane, 7 miles to
_ house video'cabinet. -Like.
town. -3275/mo 442-9104
new. $700 firm- half of reda time
'
tail price. 753-1961 before
9 m
TOP SOIL 489-2525

Full and part-time positions as residential
providers available for community-based residential. Program for developmentally disabled adults. Our company offers various
shifts but all openings are nights and weekend shifts. We offer opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including paid training, 401K, medical/dental insurance; paid
holidays, vacation and sick leave. Please
apply in person at Community Alternatives of
Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia Hwy., Symsonia, - 65,000'BTU- Nat. gas hea
stove. $125 OBO. 759
KY. EOE/M/F/DN
0834.

THE BOOK RACK

(20% DISCOUNT)

150

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
S200imo 1S3-4109
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1407 Stadium View 2BR,
C/H/A, carport, all new
flooring_ 1 yr lease, no
pets. S375 month 7539636
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurGal Realty 753-4444
standing,
1BR
free
$250/month. $300 security
270-474-2520
1BR furnished or unfurnished, low utilities, $225
month No pets 753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days,
Coleman RE 759-4118
2 bedroom duplexes. Appliances furnished. Call
29_3-6968
2 BR 1 Bath with carport,
central G/H/A. 1 year
lease, 1 mo. deposit, no
pets. 753-2905.
2, 2BR apts Northwood &
Cambridge area. All appliances furnished. Call 2936968
2BR 1 bath, washer/dryer,
stove, ref. clean_ Lease,
deposit 753-7207
2BR apt. Close to camni
S350 month. Call 4354050 After 5-00pm
2BR duplex C/H/A 7538067
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR kitchen appliances,
C/H/A, walk to MSU
$550/mo 270-703-6871
•1BR kitchen appliances,
walk to MSU, $350/mo
utilities included 270-7036871

2 AND 3 Bedroom Houses
for rent 753-4109
2 bedroom, gas heat, all
appliances, storage shed,
carport. No pets. $400
rent/deposit 753-7920
2BR with basement for
,storage garage outbuilding
fenced backyard in city.
293-8462
3 BR In town, nice location, quiet street, reterenres required 293-8462
3BR, 1 ba, NO pets, 306S
15th 759-4826
HOUSE for rent/lease
w/garage,
3BR, 2ba,
fenced yard 753-0980 after 6pm
QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
Storage Rentals
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

*LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer, micro16X80 3BR, 2 bath for rent wave *Large 1 Bedroom,
or sale 753-0980
all appliances including
3 bedroom $285. 2 bed- washer & dryer *Large furnished 1 Bedroom with ati
6012
room $275 Call 753,
- -appliances including washMOBILE home for rent
er & dryer (270) 759-5885
bath.
Almo
area
3BR, 2
or (270) 293-7085
$350 month 753-1544

Wed., Nov. 26th deadline will
be Mon., Nov. 24th
at 2:00 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 28th deadline
will be Wed., Nov. 26th
at 10:00 a.m.

753-3853
Pets & Supplies
AKC Reg Rat
Pups 753-7269

Terne

AKC Registered %Mare
Sheltie 1 yr old female
131b .
about
Weights
house broken Very lovable 474-2374 after 5 00pm
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

4,
val.P

A

Sat., Nov. 29th deadline will jto
be Wed., November 26th
at 11:00 a.m.
orir•
7,44

La4{1618:TimEs
ertN

11211

1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916

Acreage

Services Offered

HENRY Co. TN 5, 6.5 &
23 acres on Rice Humprey
Rd Puryear starting at
$2500 per ac.•35+ ac
$20.000 1/2 pasture on
Porter Rd. 731-610-0039
or 934-4090
197 ac. Deer & Turkey
"Farm" A hunters dream!
Timber Creeks • Fields.
Managed for the last 10
years for Bucks & Turkeys!
731-610-0039 or 934-4090
460
Homes For Sale

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
753-3594
Free Estimates

1513 Kirkwood, spacious
4-5BR home, many updates. Owner/agent Call
436-2752
3BR 1 1/2 bath, formal living & dining room with
large den. carport, & workshop. $75,000. (713)9374784
COTTAGE near lake with
2 boat storage units.
$17.900 will finance. 7535731,
FOR Sale: 3BR. 2BA 1 1/2
story house with attached
2 car garage on 1.5 acres,
built in 1999, 7 miles north
of murray with city water.
$107.900.(270) 759-4205.
SEE local For Sale By
wner properly Call 7679308 to list your house.
ivww.k sbodirect.com

Neon ,Beach
Mini-Storage

good
DUPLEXES- Clean, 2 BR, FREE puppies to
748-5917
2 BA. garage 2 BR 1 1/2 home Call (270)
BA all appliances 436QUARTER horse for sale
5685
FOR RENT *3 BR House, Good riding horse Red in
color 16 hands tall $800
1713 Oakhill $675 month
'Duplex 1302 Vaifeywood 080 Can 767-9838
$395 00 .2 BR Apartment
425
908 Hillwood $350
759-4406
Land For Rent or Lease
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N' 16th St ,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $345+ month Call
753-1970 Leave Message Equal Housing Opportunity

VISA

1992 Chevy Camaro, V-8
one owner,134,000 miles,
ood shaue 436-21n
1994 Nissan Maxima,
clean, reliable car $4,500
OBO. must sell *1992
Kawasaki Ninja, 4,000
miles $1,800 OBO 7530721 or 293-0452
LeSabre
Buick
1995
Bought new, clean, priced
below hook 753-3690
1996 Dodge Intrepid, good
sell
to
need
car,
S3 100 753-0789
1996 Toyota Camry, 4door. white. automatic
753-0114
94' Grand Am. Red, A/C,
cruise, new tires, disc
ready. Very clean Priced
to sell! 753-4862
98 Ford Contour, 85,000
miles $2,500 OBO 7599599 or 767-9891
SOO
Used Trucks

A-Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
•Driveways
'Parking lots
*Commercial
*Residential
'Industrial
'Hot-melt crack filling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings. Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
Carpentry
New
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages.
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair. water & termite damage, screened
porches, sun rooms Lucened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353
ALL Season Lawn, Leaf &
Gutter clean up.. Call 7620200
AUTO DETAILING
Cars Trucks & Boats
*Buffing
'Washing
'Waxing
-Interiors
Call 489-2525 /489-2020
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel.
white rock.
436-2113

Dozer work Urrack hoe
CARDINAL HOME
MAINTENANCE
& REPAIR
General Repairs & Installs
No job too small
Reasonable rates.
Call Chris
(270) 489-2246
Murray Area
CARPET Cleaning Special
$19 99 per area Senior
and Student 10% disc
767-9992 Lesa or Stacy
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY leaf removal
753-6772

D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery
79 Chevy S W B 4X4 *Complete Lawn Care
$1.200 435-4209
'Parking Lot Sweeping
530
•Pressure Washing
Services Offered
'Snow Plowing
15 acres with large barn &
*Trimming
mobile home site $300
month 242 Rd in Alm° 436-5141 A AFFORDA- 'Leaf Removal
753-2210
(731)423-1253 M-F
BLE HAULING. cleaning
out garages. gutters, tunk,
DNJ HANDYMAN
430
tree work
We do all the odd jobs you
Real Estate
492-8688 Roof Repairs
don't have time for
New Roofs, all types. Call
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438
INVESTMENT property 2 Carters
AFFORDABLE HAULental mobile homes on A-1
DOZER AND BACK HOE
ING all around clean-up.
WORK 8. CLEAN-UP
adjoining lots each is 2BR
tree work 436Public or Contract
1ba w'city water 3 miles gutters.
east of Murray S610 a 2867
Contact at 270-753-9503
BRANDON'S Outdoor
income
month
joint
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Services.
or
trade
OBO
$31,500
Trimming removal stump
awn•Mulch•Shrubs
L
Call 753-7668 (days) 753grinding, firewood Insur'Bush Hogging•Tilling
4919 (nights)
ed 489-2839
(270)436-5277

1
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630
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

11

530
Services Offered

630
Services Offered

Services Offered

Your Horne Improvement Headquarters
-2Ii

Cer..P

JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, well haul away almost
anything from attics to
barns odd lobs, Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583
KENTUCKY Solar Services has the solution for
your alternative energy
needs Harness the power
of the sun and get control
of those high electric bills
Call 270-226-9506 or 270226-9500 Send email inquiries to
mail@ kentuckysolarservi
ces corn

David's Cleaning
Services

reptee-gt• "1eeee4
SEPTF.Cill

OP
°

Septic Systems Installation
Repair & Cleaning
Waterproofing Basements
& Crawl Spaces

g

S5.00 Off Residential with this ad
S10.00 Off Commercial with this ad

Wet Basement?

k

www.apluscleaning.info

270-767-0052

fivavs-diapdardiuraaaEridEeRaiappcop_fic,
UG

I

;

id

4)TN1
'

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827

•No Costly Excavation
*Finished Basements
*Free Estimates

*Transferrable Warranty
*Unfinished Basements
*The Nation's Largest

Construction System Inc.

k

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt &professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8888
Puryear 247-3086

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
,
*Acid Cleaning Available
Driveways
'Parking
kots
&
*We Use Hot Water
Ifavid Borders

If

Is An Ugly. Stained Roof Spoiling The Appearance Of
Your Home or Business/

Authorized Installer
Basement De-Watering Systems's'

In Association With American Roof-Brite

Purchase a line ad for 3 days
& receive 1 day FREE

Griggs Roof Stain Removal

270 748-5449

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

DEADLINES
Monday & Shopper - Friday 11am
Tuesday - Monday 11 am
Wednesday - Monday 5 pm
Thursday - Wednesday 11am
Friday - Wednesday 5 pm
Saturday - Thursday 12 noon

Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve

47- —
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Wafters. 7532592

Come By Or Call 753-1916 and ask for
Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson.
We accept Visa and Mastercard

-Residential
-Commercial

%VW SONLIGHTWINUOWCLEANIMiCOM

David Gallim-ore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

Horoscopes

(270)293-5170(Mobile)

'Private party for sale items-only.'
• No changes or refund for early cancellafion.
• Ad must be prepaid.

VISA

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates
753-5484.

Bruno thanked his
lucky stars for the
dynamite apartment
he found in the

Ledger a Times

Check us out on the web!

Classifieds
270-753-1916

Listeria found in Georgia Kroger store
ATLANTA(AP) — KB Specialty Foods said
Mrindar-thartrwarveruntarity recalling macaroni salad from Kroger-owned stores in 20 states
because a sample tested positive for Listeria
monocytogenes.
Tommy Irvin, commissioner of the Georgia
Department of Agriculture, said the agency's
food lab detected the bacteria in a sample taken
from a 10-pound tub, labeled 'Best If Used By 11
.2703'.
He said the product was repackaged in smaller serving containers and anyone who bought the
salad should check with the store to see if it is the
affected product.

Kroger said it has not received any customer stores in Illinois; Kessel stores in Michigan; and
comptainTs cifillness !related to the macaroni • •
Irvin said his department notified Cincinnatisalad.
The Deli Chef Sour Cream and Cheese based Kroger, the Food and Drug Administration
Macaroni Salad was distributed through the deli and the U.S. Department of Agriculture so that
service counters at Kroger stores in Alabama, the product could be recalled from all outlets.
Eating food contaminated with Listeria monoGeorgia, South Carolina, Tennessee, Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Kentucky, cytogenes can cause listeriosis, an uncommon
Arkansas, Mississippi, North Carolina, Virginia, but potentially serious disease.
The most common manifestation of listeriosis
West Virginia, Louisiana and Texas.
The recall also includes Dillon Stores in is meningitis, which has symptoms of high fever,
Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma; severe headache, neck stiffness and nausea.
Baker's stores in Nebraska; Food 4 Less stores in Listeriosis also can cause miscarriages and stillMichigan; Gerbes Stores in Missouri; Hilander births.

Meijer recalls children's
jackets over drawstring
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP)
— Meijer Inc. is voluntarily recalling about 7,500 children's jackets
because their drawstrings could
cause strangulation, federal officials said Monday.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission said the drawstrings,
which can get caught on elayground equipment, fences, tree
branches and other objects, have
caused numerous deaths, although
Meijer has received no reports of
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times Photo
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, right, signs
a proclamation in honor of Farm-City Week, Nov. 23-29,
while Murray Mayor Tom Rushing watches from the left.
Both community leaders signed the document Monday
afternoon at the Murray City Hall. Also present were Jeannie
Harper, Calloway County extension agent for 4H/Youth
Development, back left, and Lloyd Weatherly, county extension agent for agriculture/natural resources.

2003 VW Jetta...

$14,995

You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy.'

Windom; eLevD1.14

Water Damaged Floors
Brae
Remodeling & Plumbing

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
or Be Here
For Only
s250°° Per Month!

COMPANY COMING?

'Licensed
-Insured

Purchase a line ad for 6 days
& receive 2 days FREE

#1 & #2 available in most colors

VISA

731-642-7187
Cell 731-336-8944

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Do

Classified

David's Home
Improvement

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

e.

759-1 515
Serving KY, TN & IL
Since 1979

ig,
irc5

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

incidents related to its jackets.
Meijer is recalling the Falls
Creek Army Flight Jacket for boys
size 4 through 7 and 8 through 18,
as well as toddlers sizes 21
through 5T, the commission said.
The jackets are made of blue or
olive nylon fabric and are decorated with assorted patriotic patches.
The jackets were sold in
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
and Kentucky from July through
October.

In Jacqueline Bigar

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your imagination will take
you in a new direction if you let it wander. Many family members make
demands, but you also can ask them to
pitch in. How you ask for help could
make all the difference in what comes
down. Tonight: Flirt away.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Family comes first, though you
o.
still have'some-obligationi to -att
Realize when you need to ask for help —
you are not Superman or Superwoman.
Others show their caring through actions.
A personal exchange means a lot.
Tonight: Head home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Keep asking questions, and
you'll come up with reasonable answers.
Last-minute errands could be costly if
you're not careful. Remember, it is the
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll caring and the feelings that count as well.
4-Positive; Don't get caught up in the material side
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
of this holiday. Tonight: Make time for
an important person.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Getting work done and celebra- *** You might want to think through
tions started could have your hands full a financial matter without family or a
right now. You might lose your temper, roommate pushing you. As a result, you
as toolitany people are making demands. could be quite reactive. Expenses might*
Ask for help when you need it. involve a special gift for a loved one or
Remember, you're not alone in this proj- friend. Tonight: Invite someone who
cct. Tonight:-A-mest-aPPeaFanse --------migitt--be-alone to Thanksgiving dinner.
TAURU$(Apnl 29--m-dy 20)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Explore more options instead **** Something might bother you
of falling into the same old pattern. You about what another says. Don't take anycould be delighted by what happens, thing personally. Speak to others more
especially if you ask for help. You have directly. You might want to make calls to
so much to do and so little time to do it! relatives and friends at a distance. Venus
Some express their caring on a deep level m
anyte.s into your sign, adding to your
wo
verbally, others through actions. Tonight: allure. Tonight: Do whatever what you
Look toward tomorrow.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Deal on a one-on-one level *** Know when to step back and folwith those around you. Relax with a low orders. You will get a lot farther if
loved one who sometimes gets touchy. you listen. A friend needs your attention
Remember that many are trying to clear and extra time. Be careful with someone
their desks and get out for the you meet in the next few weeks. This
Thanksgiving holiday. Work with anoth- person might be emotionally unavailer's tension. Tonight: Too many cooks able. Tonight: Remain behind the scenes.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
spoil the broth.
**** You might be rather hot-tem22)
21-July
(June
CANCER
***** Others push you hard, and pered as you aim for more of what you
you might need some time off. Carefully want. Someone clearly could be put off
review news that an upset person gives by your behavior or your words. Be careyou. Help find a solution. It is there. Play ful it is not the boss! This is not the time
the cynic, but appreciate that everyone to turn over the apple cart. Tonight: Do
might be a bit tense. A relative or partner something special for a loved one.
goes out of his or her way for you.
BORN TODAY
Tonight: Enjoy those around you.
Singer Tina Turner (1939), cartoonist
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be left holding the Charles Schulz (1922)
bag with a personal matter as well as
SUBSCRIBE TO
work. You can get a lot done, but don't
hesitate to ask for help if you need it.
THE MURRAY
Your humor helps you out in a pinch.
LEDGER
Pitch in and get as much done as possi& TIMES
ble. Tonight: A punier or family member
ag•
comes to the rescue.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Nov. 26, 2003:
Take a hard look at your public image
and your career. Not everything is as you
see it or would like it to be, but this year
you can change direction and get the
acknowledgment you want. Career gains
are possible through September 2004.
Others recognize what a good job you
do. You also have an unusual gift that
helps yoirftlatt- Money. It coukl•be an
artistic talent or a gift for organization. If
you are single, your allure is high, and a
relationship of the caliber you desire is
likely fall 2004. If you are attached,
schedule special time together and let
your romance build. Buy more cards and
token gifts. Do more for each other. The
little things do count. CAPRICORN
helps you make money.

There's No Controlling Life's
www.murrayledger.com
your internet source for
all the news

Ups

AN D

Downs,

But I can Help You Plan Ahead.
Call today to learn more about our services.

Deck Your Halls This Holiday Season At-

We K1fJ0 Tree

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

- A Gift Shop -

Automatic • AC • CD • ABS Brakes
Keyless Entry • Cruise Control
Immobilizer Theft Deterrent System
Side Curtain Airbag

Where Every Gift
Is One-Of.A Kind

.••

See Our Selection of

Ornaments &
Holiday Decor By
SILVESTRI
MIDWEST
DEMDACO

SVW.

Ow"

We Also Carry
Steinbach Nutcrackers

Drivers

Waffled:
1111 Fort Campbell Boulevard Ckirksville, TN • 931:552-1111
Toll Free: 1-888-433-8088 • M-F 8arn-8pm, SAT 9om-6pm
-srocK•5023 OMR EMS 11/30/03 DEMI IIVANS Mt NESATES Air PIKES INCtirDE I CuStOmt,
%AWE FEE CO $381 AND A DOC FEE Of PPS 50 SUUTCT TO CREDiT APPEOvai DUE TO ADvERTisiNG
DEADUNES, SOT.TE uEETS MAE OE 5010 PHOTO MAT NOT *MKT AC Rik ALE/EltTISED VETTICTE

VISIT US DURING HAZEL'S
CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
SAT., DEC.6• TO a.m.-5 p.m.
306 Main St. • Hazel • 270-492-8900
willowtreegifts@hotmail.com

•

www shelterinsurance.com

Seek Shelter Today!
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Avoid excess dietary salt
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm very
concerned about the sodium content
of processed foods. Canned soups,
freeze-dried vegetables and frozen
dinners are particularly notorious in
this regard.
When I pointed this out to a
young mother
who was shopping in a superand
market
stocking up on
these products,
she
angrily
retorted. "My
kids love them!"
Are we, as a
society, being
Dr. Gott set up for blood
pressure, cardiac
By Dr. Peter
and
kidney
H. Gott, M.D.
as
problems
adults?
DEAR READER: Possibly. I
share your concern about the high
salt content of processed foods. For
hypertensive patients (who may not
read labels), such products are more
than unhealthful --they are downright dangerous, because people
with high blood pressure must avoid
excess dietary salt.
I can't predict the consequences
of excessive salt intake in today's
youngsters. Clearly, some of them
will develop hypertension. But others may have no complications
whatsoever — except that they will
become accustomed to salty foods.
This in itself could lead to problems
as the. children become adults. I
would feel more comfortable — as
I'm sure you would — if parents
discouraged their children's consumption of excess dietary salt.
Most food contains ample supplies
of salt. We don't need to use saltshakers, and probably shouldn't.
Likewise, overly salty foods (such
as dill pickles, anchovies, salted
nuts/pretzels/ehips and processed
frozen products) should be considered to be occasional treats, not
nutritional necessities. Parents owe
it to their children to teach them
healthful diets, not simply provide

BallyComics
ES IL CD NI CO I

I-1
QUICK .r UltiERE15 FRED 7!!

(

FRED'S TAKING TWO
PERSONAL DAYS TO
MAKE IT A We DAY
FOtAR-DAN WEEKEND.

Blast from husband's past
sends up red flare for wife

stuff that tastes good and can set the
stage for unhealthful dietary practices.
When many of my readers were
growing up, they were told at the
dinner table, "You can't have
dessert until you have eaten your
vegetables." Maybe we need to
reconsider this prohibition for the
current permissive parents who continue to encourage their kids to eat
more and unwisely. The present epidemic., of serious, pediatric overweight_ needs-to be addressed in the
home. And moderation in the intake
of high-sodium junk food should be
the first point of attack.
Thank you for writing and sharing your concerns.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Shame on
you! You had no right to tell readers
about Margaret Hamilton's living in
a nursing home. Famous or not, she
is entitled to privacy, even after her
death'.
DEAR READER: I believe that
you have overreacted.
In the first place, her living
arrangements were a matter of public record. In addition, I did not
name the assisted living facility, discuss Mrs. Hamilton's health issues
or break any confidences. Also, I
had only high praise for her.
While I am well aware of patient
privacy issues and I respect them,
let's not carry them to extremes. If
an elderly person receives mail in a
nursing home, people are going to
assume she lives there. In our information-overloaded modern culture,
privacy coiiiiderations are, at -best,
relative.
DEAR DR.GOTT: I so enjoyed
your column about Margaret
Hamilton, the "Wicked Witch." It
put a smile on my face and warmed
my heart. What a wonderful experience to share with your readers!
DEAR READER: Now that's
more like it. I'm glad I could brighten your day — without threatening
patients' right to privacy.

LookingBack

10 years ago
Mayor Bill Cherry has appointed
Dr. Joe Rexroat, Ruby Hale,
DEAR ABBY: I am the third more than one-third of the reunions Howard Koenen, Bill Wells,Charles
woman in my husband's life. "Don" began while at least one of the peoHomra and Don Henry to a commithad two loves before me. Last week, ple was married to someone else.
tee for long range planning on the
his first love,•"Kristin," called him Her ongoing research since the
Murray's future.
out of the blue and told him she'd advent of the Internet and reunion City of
Published
are a story and picture
had a horrible Web sites reflects that that percentWilburn,
Brian
local private
about
dream
about age has more than doubled. It
investigator.
and photo
The
story
him. She said should be noted that these people
she had awak- were not always "looking for trou- were by Staff Writer and
ened sobbing, ble."-What began as an innocent Photographer Stacey Crook.
Births reported include a boy to
mrv hired': he contact simply - didn't remaid that'
had been severe- way. Half of those who said they'd Paula and Sean Kent and a boy to
Karrie and Mike Miller, Nov. 17; a
ly injured or was had affairs said they'd had happy
in some kind of marriages and would never have boy to Belinda and Jack Typa and a
trouble. Kristin cheated with anyone other than the boy to Carolyn and Mark Williams,
went on to say person from the past.
Nov. 19.
Dear Abby that
she had
Conclusion: Married men and
20 years ago
looked
him
up
women
should
the
risks
know
The secondary bridge used as
By Abigail
on
the
Internet
before
contacting
an
old
love:
detour
around the bridge replaceVan Buren
after her dream,
ment on U.S. 641 South of Murray,
and lo and behold, she'd discovered
DEAR ABBY: Six months ago I has been covered with water since
that he works only blocks away lost my wife of 18 years to cancer. I the heavy rain of Nov. 23. Flagmen
from her. She asked him to have now feel ready to test the waters and are posted at each end of the bridge
lunch with her.
begin dating. My problem is I don't rerouting traffic for motorists.
My sixth sense is usually excel- know where to begin.
Births reported include a boy to
lent — and it is screaming that this
I am in my mid-40s, in good
Adaola and Robert Buie, a boy to
gal is on the prowl. Her third mar- physical shape, and financially comNina and Pat Butterworth, a girl to
riage is shaky, and I believe she has fortable. However, my circle of
Ginger
and Kenneth Conger and a
my husband in her sights. Don dis- friends is small, and Internet chat
agrees.- He says I should trust him; rooms and singles_bars...have no boy to Diana and Bobby Hughes,
Nov. 16.
he hasn't seen her in 40 years and it appeal-for me.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble F. Thurman
would be a harmless lunch.
Have you any suggestions for
I say he would be starting down a someone who wants companionship were married 50 years Nov. 23.
30 years ago
slippery slope.
but doesn't know where to look? —
Published is a picture of Doug
Am I unreasonable in asking Don SINGLE-IN SACRAMENTO
not to see this woman? — SCARED
DEAR SINGLE:The more peo- Ray, 4, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
ON THE EAST COAST
ple that know you are eligible and Ray of Puryear, Tenn., reading a
DEAR SCARED:There is noth- looking for a serious relationship, book while his mother was shoping unreasonable about telling your the quicker you will meet someone. ping in downtown Murray. The
spouse that the sudden appearance Start letting people know, that you photo was by Staff Photographer
of-tits-first- love has made you feel are now ready to begindating. Make David Hill.
vulnerable. It's honest communica- a list of things that interest you and
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette will speak
tion. According to my mail,it-is--not- getinvolved-in-some of them.
and show slides of her travels in
unusual for old flames to flare up
again.
According to professor of psychology Dr. Nancy Kalish — author
of "Lost and Found Lovers: Facts
and Fantasies - of Rekindled
Romances" — such romances are East dealer
hearts were blocked.
wonderful for single, divorced and Both sides vulnerable.
West followed with the three to the
widowed men and women. The sucNORTH
second heart trick, leaving East in a
cess rate for them is high, 72 percent
•Q 103
quandary as to which suit to play
74
next. With virtually nothing to go on,
overall.
•J 8
East shifted to a diamond, whereCopyright 2003, Newspaper
However, in her original sample
•A Q 10 8 4 3
upon declarer ran off four diamonds
of more than I,000 men and women,
Enterprise Assn.
WEST
EAST
and five clubs to fmish with 10
4A 72
•J 8 6 5 4
tricks. Ofcourse, had East returned a
J9
VAQ 863
spade at trick three, West would have
•10 7 4
•96 5 2
collected a spade and three more
+9 2
+K5
hearts for a two-trick set.
SOUTH
Though it might appear that East
FINALLY! YOU REMEMBERED TO
+K 9
simply misguessed, there was a bet\ , I'M SORRY HONEY...
KISS ME BEFORE YOU LOOKED TO
I'LL KISS YOU AS ,
V K 1052
ter way available, as the defense at
SEE WHAT
SOON AS I SEE )
•-c.
•A K Q 3
the second table demonstrated. Here,
WAS FOR
a*.
WHAT WEE'—'
+J 7 6
too, West led the heart six to the jack
OttsINER
HAVING FOR 'Ilkk
The bidding:
and king, and declarer took a losing
DINNER •-=
East
West
South
North
club fmesse. But when East then
1 NT
Pass
Pass
returned the heart nine and declarer
3 NT
Opening lead — six of hearts.
ducked, West played the eight!
This deal from a team contest
This gave East food for thought.
demonstrates one of the more subtle While it was possible that West had
areas of sound defensive play. The started with just the A-Q-8-6 of
final contract at both tables was three hearts (which would in turn mean
notrump, but only one of the defend- that declarer began with five hearts),
ers found the way to derail declarer.
it was also possible that West started
At the first table, West led the with five hearts and had played the
heart six. Declarer won East's jack eight as a suit-preference signal askMARCIA ADDED A 9CK DA\i,
with the king and led the jack of ing for the return of the higher-rankWKAT ?? WHO MADE
SUE AND TiM ARE USINC7
LINKED IT TO LAST WEEKclubs, on which West played the ing side suit, spades.
UNUSED VACATION DAY5
UP 'THESE RULES 7
.1)
END,AND MADE IT A NINE.
TO MAKE IT A 12-DAN
nine, dummy the three and East the
Since this was far better than an
HARVEY. "MENTAL
D1 fOUR-DAN WEEKEND-.
FOUR-DAN WEEKEND...
king. East then returned the heart outright shot in the dark, East shifted
HEALTH" SABBATICAL.
nine, ducked by South, whose only to a spade, and South very quickly
HE LEFT IN OCTOBER
real chance was to hope the opposing went down two.

ContractBridge

Out of the Darkness

FOR A 24-DAY
FOUR- DAN WEEKEND.

Tomorrow: A matter of good technique.
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Crosswords
43— of Capri

ACROSS

IFCO Ft ES E.71-1-E.Ft cr
THE-SE ARE cog CONHF-NTS

la FtSEC:1

9 Triumphant
THE,/&AVE'HE A &coD

Arlo SuCv&ESTIONS,ELITABETH EVALUATION' I WP6 BECusrPi Few TroNcvs TO WORK GINNING TO THINK CO
OUT,BUT you'R.E.
DONE EVE-WINING WRONG
DOING A FINE
• BUT I GOT A GOOD
JOB.
jimeL
.....EV A LuAllON!

I DID IT My CLASSRooM
SKILLS ARE OK I'M SO
RELIEVED

I'M PERFORMING LIKE AN
ACTUAL BONA FIDE
TEACHER/

.04

GAR FIEI_COCD
WHAT IF WE COULD
SEE INTO THE FUTURE,
GARFIELD?

r,
; EVEN JUST FIVE YEARS

INTO THE FUTURE
& WOULD WE SEE?
Ii"
f

WHAT

-11

PROBABLY THIS, AND
HOPEFULLY WITH A FRESHER
POT OF COFFEE

shout
12 Spoil
13 Expire.
as a policy

57 Attorney's deg.
58 Keaton or
Sawyer
60 Deck hand
61 Thumbs-up
vote
62 Ocean fliers
63 Brut

25 Artifact
29 Harmful ray

DOWN

30 Shaggy animals
32 Wall St.
landmark
33 Be prone
35 Talk on and on
37 Consume
38 Confide in
40 Between
42 Boxer's punch

XXI times C
Sigh
Court event
Relaxed
in the pool
5 Price wd
6 Gorilla
7 Invite nits

1

0
0

---7110L
NIiirs,c)

(
15 IT PROPER
TO SEND YOUR
TEACHER A
CHRISTMAS CAW?

- Barton

14 Uproar
15 Tijuana kid
17 Hillary's
conquest
19 What Hamlet
smelled
(2 wds.)
21 — -game show
22 On-call army

2

1
2
3
4

4

3

5

6

7

8

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CID I
I WINS SOW
ORB NEWEL QUA
PSEUDO AUBUWN
AMY OPERA
DUMP RX DILLS
OHS MUCH BLOW
DA
ASTAil E BI
GUAM SRTA EER
ELBOW IS TALK
HURLS OAS
GLIENDIA POUTED
NOR T MN I P tRR
UPS ECHRIES RAY

ars

11

17

20

111$
21

k

Subscribe to the

mune 0
11°LOGEROirEMES
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 25, the
329th day of 2003. There are 36
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 25, 1963, the body of
President Kennedy was laid to rest
at Arlington National Cemetery.
On this date:
In 1957, President Eisenhower
suffered a slight stroke.
In 1973, Greek President George
Papadopoulos was ousted in a
bloodless military coup.
In 1987, Harold Washington, the
first black mayor of Chicago, died
in office at age 65.
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov. 25, the
329th day of 2003. There are 36
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 25, 1963, the body of
President Kennedy was laid to rest
at Arlington National Cemetery.
On this date:
In 1973, Greek President George
Papadopoulos was ousted in a
bloodless military coup.
In 1987, Harold Washington, the
first black mayor of Chicago, died
in office at age 65.
In 1990, Poland held its first
popular presidential election.
(Solidarity founder Lech Walesa,
who received a plurality of votes.
won a runoff the following month.)
Ten years ago: Violence broke
out in the Gaza Strip, a day after
Israeli undercover soldiers killed
'mad Akel, the head of the military
wing of Hamas.
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Europe and The Holy Land at the
annual day of Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs at the Murray
Woman's Club House on Nov. 27,
according to Mrs. Alfred Taylor,
county president.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lyons, Nov. 15.
44 years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
urged that all businesses take appropriate measures to note the funeral
hour for President John F. Kennedy • •
today. Most businesses were closed
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and all city
and county offices were closed all
day. The Murray Civic Music
Association concert by Robert
Rudie, violinist, tonight at 8 p.m. at
Murray State College auditorium
will be presented as a memorial to
President Kennedy.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Jack Compton, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Jones, a boy
to Mr. Thurman Pace and a -boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Cooper.
50 years ago
Billy J. Crass, son of Mr. and
Mrs. D.D. Crass, was promoted to
"Cadet 2nd Lt. in the Ordnance
Corps branch of the Army ROTC
Unit at Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Ga., where
Crass is a a student in architecture.
A special Thanksgiving program
of music was presented Nov. 22 at
7:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Harry F. Hampsher is minister of
music at the church.
Maij, Elliabeth-Seittlin and Ned Wilson were married. Nov. 21 at
First Methodist Church.
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Gephardt, Kerry take shots at Dean policies on health care, Iraq
By RON FOURNIER
AP Political Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa (API —
Fighting on two fronts, Democrat
Howard Dean is denying accusations that he flip-flopped on his support for Medicare and opmsition to
war in Iraq.
The former Vermont governor
also ridiculed critics of his budgetcutting record in the state, adding
with a sarcastic sidebar,in a debate
Monday with other presidential candidates,"I most certainly appreciate
all this attention that I'm getting."
The barbs came from the usual
corners: Rep. Dick Gephardt, who is
tied with Dean in Iowa polls, and
Sen. John Kerry, who is trying to
salvage his candidacy by erasing
Dean's double-digit lead in New
Hampshire.•
No other candidate faced such
heavy criticism, but no other candi-

date
holds
Dean's advantages in polls,
fund raising and
organizational
strength.
"It's hard to
judge whether
they hurt Dean,
because he never
admits to being
Dean
- wrong or _falters
,
bnce he says something," Carol
Khare of South Carolina,co-chair of
National
Democratic
the
Committee's rules committee, said
after the two-hour debate.
"He sticks to it. The man just
doesn't blink," she said. "That's the
method he uses in these debates. He
obviously is playing it as safe as
possible to remain the front-runner."
When Gephardt accused Dean of
trying to balance his state's budget

by cutting vital services to the
needy, Dean snapped back that
Gephardt "is a good guy but his
research folks need a little help."
And after Dean sharply attacked
Gephardt for supporting the 2002
resolution authorizing President
Bush to go to war in Iraq, Gephardt
shot back: "Howard, I think you're
all over the lot on this one."
Gephardt, of Missouri, said Dean
earlier_had voiced support for a war
resolution and 'the $87 billion aid
package for Iraq and Afghanistan.
Kerry demanded that Dean
promise not to slow the inflationdriven growth of Medicare.
"I'd like to slow the pace of this
debate," Dean shot back.
After repeatedly slipping the
question, he finally declared, "We
will not cut Medicare in order to
balance the budget."
Dean knows most Democrats

Episcopal church
leaders say actions
regarding schism
coming soon
By The Associated Press ATLANTA(AP) — A cotige—r-v—a-:—
five Episcopal leader told parishioners angry about the recent camecration of an openly gay bishop to
remain patient, assuring them that
"early skirmishes will be within the
next 60 days."
The Rt. Rev. Robert Duncan,
vice president of the American
Anglican Council, a network of
conservative Episcopal leaders, did
not specify what those "skirmishes"
would be. But he hinted at a move
toward a possible split in the
American church.
Duncan and council president
the Rev. Canon David C. Anderson
— two leading critics of the gay
bishop's consecration — reported at
the organization's Georgia chapter
meeting Monday that they're drafting a charter for the Network of
Confessing Dioceses and Parishes.
Both said it would be "a church
within a church."
The Nov. 2 consecration of the
Rev. V. Gene Robinson of New
Hampshire by the Episcopal
Church USA,as well as some bishops' approval of blessing ceremonies for gay couples, has deeply
divided the church.
Duncan and Anderson reaffirmed Monday that a split between
conservative and liberal factions
seemed inevitable — although that
may be years down the line. In the
meantime, the Network of
Confessing Dioceses and Parishes
would address the immediate concerns
of
conservative
Episcopalians, they said.
"It is not about sex. It is not
about God's love being beyond any
of his children," said Duncan, the
Bishop of Pittsburgh. "It's about
biblical authority and Anglican
identity."
Anderson called the acceptance
of homosexuality in the church "a
form of polytheism."
"A lot of what you see going on
is not Anglican. It is not Christian,"
he said. "It is not Anglican in the
last 2,000 years of tradition, and

consider slowing the growth of
Medicare the same as a cut, but he
did not bother making that distinction. Party strategists said the seventh debate since Labor Day likely
did not -hurt Dean's front-running
status, but it did point out his vulnerabilities.
He has said the growth of
Medicare may need to be restrained.
He did make cuts in Vermont to programs for the elderly, blind and disabled when balancing budgets.
"When you're the governor,"
Dean said, "you've got to make
tough decisions."
Now he's being forced to live by
them.
The debate, sponsored by cable
channel MSNBC, was the first in
Iowa. It holds its first-in-the-nation
caucuses Jan. 19.
Kerry and Sen. John Edwards
participated by satellite from the

nation's capital, where they awaited
a series of votes on the $400 billion
Medicare bill.
Sen.
Joe
Lieberman
of
Connecticut did not participate, in a
state that he has decided to bypass,
despite a last-minute appeal by the
campaign to be included.
Gephardt and Kerry both defended voting to authorize the Iraq war,
but accused Bush of misusing the
authority. Dean called it a complete
"failure on the part of Chngre, ss." Kerry sidestepped a question on
whether he believed Dean was incapable of serving as commander in
chief.
"I've never suggested he's incapable," Kerry said, saying instead
he stressed his own military experience.
Even as the Democrats were
attacking Bush's national security
record, the president told soldiers

and relatives at Fort Carson, Colo.,
that the Iraq war was making the
world safer for Americans.
Dean defended himself from criticism that he sought a medical
deferment to keep from fighting in
the Vietnam war, citing a back condition, then spent a year skiing in
Colorado. He pointed out that most
of his rivals didn't serve in the war,
either, other than Clark and Kerry.
"I took a physical, I failed a
physical," Dean said. "If that makes
this an issue, then so be it."
Democratic hopeful Al Sharpton
refused to apologize for accusing a
prosecutor of rape in the 1980s case
of Tawana Brawley, a New York
state teen whose claims of kidnapping and abuse were found to be a
hoax by state investigators. He said
he still believes her.
"I would apologize if I was
wrong," he said.
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you're
n
allowed
in
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last two
decades
to reinvent the
Christian
faith."
A AC
leaders
said they
foresaw
a tough
battle
with libRobinson
erals
over the
din-teflon orthe Episcopal ChUrch,
invoking vivid battle imagery to
make their point.
"We will wind up fighting pew
to pew and steeple to steeple,"
Anderson said.
The national denomination of
the Episcopal Church, with 2.3 million members, is the U.S. branch of
the 77 million-member Anglican
Communion.
U.S. conservatives who believe
gay sex violates Scripture have said
they
want
Archbishop
of
Canterbury Rowan Williams, the
spiritual head of the Anglican
Communion, to authorize a separate Anglican province for them in
North America.
Earlier this month, bishops overseas announced they were in a
"state of impaired communion"
with the Episcopal Church — a step
short of declaring a full schism.
International church leaders are not
expected to announce any sort of
permanent break until after a commission formed by Williams reports
next year on whether a split can be
averted.
AAC leaders advised parishioners to stay with their churches
for now and work within the existing framework by organizing with
fellow conservatives and withholding funds from "hostile dioceses."
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